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LOKE<;WARA HEAD FROM AT]EH
Ht. 44 cm. Museum Batavia.

Loke~wara is the Lord of the present world order and the special patron of the Buddhist church.
In his crown are sitting three images of his spiritual father Amitabha, the Buddha of the West.

(p. 15)
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Celestial being of Si Mangambat
(p. 14)

To
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Branze Kuwera fram Maunt Seguntang near Palembang. In the
left hand a maney bag with a marten's head, in the right a
leman; befare him an overturned jewel pot. Kuwera is the

gad of wealth. Ht. 7.5 cm. (p. 3)
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Bronze Buddha head from Mount Seguntang, Palembang
Ht. 14 cm.
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FOREWORD

During my excavations in Sumatra, in 1935 and '36, I often felt the need of
a brief, clear description of its Hindoo antiquities. lt occurred to me that a
description of this kind might be useful nof only fo archaeologisfs buf also fo
hisforians, especially to fhe manjJ scholars who during fhe past few years have
fried fo solve· fhe mysfery of the róle once played by Sumatra in the history
of Soufh Easf Asia.

In this book I have tried fo give a description of this kind, imperfecf and
faulty, it is true, buf sfill accurate enough, I hope, to serve as a guide fo
ofhers more compefenf. Alas, only a limifed number of iIIusfrations could be
included, the ifem oi expense forbade a more generous edition. Inscriptions,
also, are banly mentioned.

As fhe result of more thorough study these pages dijfer in some respects from
what I formerly wrofe abouf Sumafra, but for fhose· who may be inferesfed in
this subject, fuller particulars are given in my Dufch publieations.

This book originafed as a thesis af fhe University of Vienna. In the original
prehistoric Sumatra, ifs ethnology and the historie róle of the oldesf kingdoms
until the coming of Islam, are diseussed in defail. In the following pages I
have not touched upon these subjecfs, but hope fo do so at some ofher time.

If is d priviledge fo express my fhanks fo Professor N. j. Krom, of Leiden,
who direcfed my sfudy of Hindoo-Javanese antiquities.

No less is my gratitude fo Professor W. Koppers, 01 Vienna, whose compre
hensive knowledge of efhnology is only equalled by his extraordinary kindness
fo his pupils.

The ethnologieal classes of Professor W. Schmidt were ever a source of
pleasure and information.

1 also feel great indebfedness to Professor R. von Heine Gelderen, who
initiafed me info prehisforie Easf Asia and Oceania.



FOREWORD

The Netherlands Indies Archaeological Service gave me aproof of confidence
by allowing me to make excavalíons in Sumatra during two years.

In the East Indies I found support on all sides, especially from Dr. H. j.
Friedericy, District Secretary at Palembang. .

To lean Van der Zee I wish to express my gratitude for her excellent
translalíon of this book.

Most of all, however, I am indebted to Mr. A. van Doorninck, Attorney at
Law in Palembang, whose hospitable house is ever open to students of history
and theology and whose encyclopaedic knowledge of both fhese subjects is
seldom surpassed.

Equally rare is his steadfast friendship in dark and sunny days.

Vienna, August, 1937.

Bhairawa from Sungei Langsat in the heart of Sumatra. He
holds a knife and a skull in his hands and is standing on a
human corpse. In his lJairdress sits Aksobhya, the Buddha of

the East. Ht. 4.41 m.
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Hindoe-Oudheden aan de Batang Hari (Hindoo Antiquities on the Batang
Hari) door F. M. Schnitger. Leiden, E. J. Brill, '1936. Second volume:
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LARGE BUDDHA FROM MOUNT SEGUNTANG
near Palet;lbang. Ht. 3.60 m. Museum Palembang

BRONZE LOKE<;WARA FROM KORINTJI,
with lotus in the left hand, and the right

hand in wara mudra; ht. 16 cm.
Museum Batavia

(p. 13.)



I. MUSI

East of the city of Palembang, at a place called Telaga Batu, a calligraphed stone 2.26 m
high was found in 1934. The writing is so weatherbeaten that only a few words are decipherable,

but from the form of the letters one concludes that the inscription dates from the 9th or 10th

century. The upper edge is canopied by seven serpent heads, reminiscent of a manuscript from

Ligor in 775 A.D., in which the king of <;riwijaya is called "the patron of the nagas, their heads•
haloed by the streaks of the lustre of gems", as well of the statement of Chau-ju-Kua, in 1225,

that the kings of Palembang had sprung from the spawn of serpents. This gives reason to suppose

that the inscription is Buddhistic. Under the text there is a funnel, evidently in tended for draining

away the water which was poured over the stone during certain ceremonials.

An excavation made at this spot by the Municipality of Palembang and myself resulted in

the discovery of about 30 rough, calligraphed stones: Nearly all bear the inscription "jayasiddhay

atra" and sorne in addition the word "sarwwasatwa", and were evidently laid there by pilgrims.

who had come to this spot in order to partake in certain ceremonials. It is plain, therefore, that

the jayasiddhayatra initiation could be followed by that of .the sarwwasatwa, giving the faithful

an even greater beatitude. Stutterheim is of the opinion that the expression "r;riwijaya-jayasid:"

dhayatra" in the inscription at Kedukan Bukit might mean that the king in question had made a

pilgrimage to Telaga Batu in order to celebrate a victory over <;riwijaya. If his assumption is

C0rrect the inscription can not possibly refer to the founding of this kingdom. Peculiar, also, are

two irregular blocks of hardened clay, with three or four Iines of Sanskrit in late Pallawa writmg.

All these inscriptions were made from the 6th to the 10th centuries 1).
About 100 meters west of the place where these stones were found, on the opposite side of

the road, are several heaps of brick rubbish, perhaps the remains of ancient shrines. At the

present time there are only Mohammedan graves here.

Going in a southeasterly direction one soon arrives at the group of temples at Geding Sura,

which 1 discovered in January, 1935. According to tradition Geding Sura was a nobleman from

Java, who fled to Paleínbang after the fall of Modjopaít, (about 1528), founding a dynasty there,

which ruled until 1823. There is, therefore, sorne reason to surmise that the grave temples were

built during the 16th century.

Formerly each building was covered by a tiled roof, resting on wooden beams. Now there

are only a nUmber of brick walls, decorated with crosses ~md medallions. On the south side is a

Int. Archiv !ür Ethnographie Bct. xxxv Suppl.
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f1ight of steps. Temple 11 was originally built of natural stone; later an outer casing of brick

was made with an entirely different ornament. North of this group of buildings, on the hill Mang

kubumi, !ie two more brick monuments.

About 140 m westward is the shrine of Panembahan, which is similarly decorated with

crosses and medallions. Here, also, sorne of the walls have been renovated, without taking into
consideration the original plan. On the south side two flights of steps have col1apsed, so that loose

stones !ie scattered along the length of the wall. The floor of the tomb was broken open; at a

depth of .about 1.25 m a plank was found but underneath lay nothing 2).
West of Panembahan 1 found a makara spout, 33 cm high, with round eyes puffed out

cheeks, wingshaped ears with ornaments, a garland of leaves over the mouth and a f10wer on

top 3). The fragment is conventional, related to the five makaras of Solok, by Djambi. Near by

lay the fragment of a yoni.

At Geding Sura, between Temples 11 and VI, laya beautiful image, dating from the 8th to

the 10th centuries, 1.18 m high, representing a standing god in festive dress, with ear ornaments,

armlets and necklace, a garment with loops on both hips and draperies reaching almost to the

ankles; eleven strands of hair fall over back and .shoulders; the left leg is slightIy bent; head,

arms and feet are missing 4). Not far away laya lotus cushion 5). A cornerstone of terracotta

also carne to Iight 6). A thorough search of the field revealed the trunk ofa makara, the fragment

of an animal head and the relief of a parrot within a garland.

In a southeasterly direction, on the opposite side of the river, three beautiful bronze images
were discovered in 1929, representing Maitreya, Lokec;wara and Buddha. They are related to

the art of Middle Java 7).

Among the most interesting discoveries in East Palembang is a fourarmed bronzc <;iwa

image, 77 cm high, which also dates from the Middle Java periodo It lay together with three other

bronze images of a much later date, (14th-15th century), representíng <;iwa, Brahma ,and

Wisnu, and in various ways giving evidence of Javanese influence 8). These are probably statues

portraying dead kings. Who knows if they were not worshipped in the temple mausoleums of

Mangk!1bumi or Panembahan? As early as 1225 Chan Ju Kua mentions golden statues of the

kings of <;riwijaya; perhaps he meant gilded bronze images.

A few kilometers farther west there seems to have been a shrine at the place where now is

found the Mohammedan grave, Tjandi Angsoka. At any rate several terracotta corner-stones of

a Hindoo character were brought to Iight. There is also a great block of natural stone, with a

triangular cavity in the upper surface. Could this have been a Buddhist altar with the

trikona symbol?

In the vicinity lay fragments of makaras; one of them carries a !ion in his jaws. A rampant

!ion, badly damaged, was also found, the right half of a gigantic kala head and two smaller,

beautiful kala heads, all of terracotta and influenced by Java. A kala head of natural stone was

included 9).
The district west of Palembang produced a large,standing, granite Buddha image, found

broken in several pieces, so that only a partíal reconstruction was possible. A mantIe covers both
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shoulders and is gathered at the back into a long, vertical fold. In the right hand is a rosette.

Originally the fingers were attached by bronze pegs. Since there is no granite in Palembang, the

image must have been made somewhere else, probably in Banka. Together with the pedestal it is

about 3.60 m high 10). Made in the 5th on 6th century. In the vicinity were found two small, sand

stone stupas.

To the south, at Bukit Seguntang and vicinity lay:

1) The left half of an ancient Malay inscription, very large, containing 21 Iines 11).
2) A stone with a few letters in Pallawa script, ¡;iksyaprajna (teachings, words of

wisdom). It is not a fragment of the aboye inscription 12).

3) A golden plate, with the Buddhist articles of faith. The writing is careless and evidently

ofa later date than the inscriptions in Pallawa character mentioned aboye 13). At the

same place were found several decorated natural stones and bricks chiselled with

e-formed letters, probably guild signs.

4) Fragments of a bodhisattwa image, originally almost Iife size. The features are full and

gentle, the hair is dressed in tresses, confined in front by a band with rosettes; at the

back may be seen a cord. From the left shoulder a broad band extends across the chest.

The lower part of the body is dressed in a smooth garment, fastened around the waist

by means of a flat girdle, which is tied in front, a loop and the two ends hanging down

together with a portion of the drapery.

5) A round pedestal with two feet 14).
6) A bronze Buddha head of a South Indian type 15). Very remarkable is the twisted

bandeau with rosettes. The height is 14 cm. The mineral analysis is as follows:

copper 80 %, tin 15 %, nickle 2 %, iron 10 %, zinc 10 %, and traces of lead and

aluminum.

7) A great pedestal with a lotus cushion 16). On this probably stood at one time a

bodhisattwa image of more than Iife (size. The fragment of a topknot wlth bandeau was

also found 17). Could this image have been the Suwarnnapure <;riwijayapure Lokanatha

from the Nepal manuscript made about 1015 and published by Foucher?

8) A standing bronze Buddha with drapery over the left shoulder, 16 cm high 18).

9) Loke¡;wara, lower arm and left foot broken off, height 8.5 cm. Cham influence? Bronze.

10) Loke¡;wara, lower arm and feet broken off, 9.5 cm high. Cham influence? Bronze.

11) Kuwera, in the left hand a money bag with a marten's head, in the right a lemon. Before

him an overturned jewel pot. 7.5 cm high. Bronze 19).

To the southeast, on the northern bank of the river Kedukan Bukit, the wellknown inscription

of 683 A.D. was found. It announces that a king has set sail in order to attain magic power

(siddhayatra). He left Minana Tamwan (undoubtedly Menanga Tambang or Tambangan),

with an army of 20000 meno In the last line <;riw:ijaya siddhayatra is mentionned 20).
Formerly there was also another stone with inscription at this place. Perhaps it contained

the word "siddhayatra" and this spot was as sacred as Telaga Batu, where in january, 1935, I
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found a copy of the document of 683, consisting of 6 lines and chiselled on a rectangular

stone 21).

The excavations at Kedukan Bukit also produced a god's head and a pedestal 22).

Downstream, also on the north embankment, laya great heavy pedestal 23). In the vicinity

was found a small kinnari of terracotta, while the inhabitants also tell of a seated bodhisattwa

image, which has, alas, sunk into the mudo

About 5 km to the northwest a 14-line sandstone inscription was found at Talang Tuwa. It

announced that in 684 A.D. a park was made by order of punta hiyang <;ri Jayanaca. So much

has been written about this important inscription that it must suffice here merely to refer to the

Iiterature already available on the subject.

In this connection we must cast a glance at West Banka. At Kota Kapur, on the south bank

of the Menduk, an inscription was found on an hexagonal pillar. It invokes the gods to protect the

kadatuan of <;riwijaya and curses the people who are rebellious against his governors. This took

place "during the period that <;riwijaya's army made a military expedition to Java, which was

not subject to him". Whether Java refers to the country of that name or to Sumatra is not known.

The stone was foundby the remains of an earthen wall. Later a second stone was discovered,

bearing the inscription "jayasiddha (yatra)"; also the head of a Wisnu image (Stutterheim).

Among the sinall relics found in Palembang itself we would mention also a sitting Buddha

and a Wairocana from the collection of A. Van Doorninck, both in bronze and beautifully

executed 24). In the same collection is a small stone Amitabha. The museum of Palembang has

also a seated tara and a bodhisattwa 25), while Dr. Baintz owns bronze images of Awalokite

¡;wara, Manjw;ri and Buddha.

2

If one goes into the interior one finds several antiqllities at Tanah Abang by the Lematang,

the righthand tributary of the Musi. Here lie three brick ruins, completely destroyed; a <;iwa

image, two kala heads, the fragment of a lion and several attributes are now in the museum of

Palembang, while the museum of Batavia has several parrots in garlands. AII these terracotta

fragments are beautifully executed and are akin to the art of Middle Java.

. To the north, at Modong, a lingga was found; to the south, at Babat, a Brahma, a seated

deity with folded hands, and a beautifullion's head 26).

MllCh higher up the Musi, at Bingin, there once stood a lifesize, fourarmed Awalokite¡;wa

ra 27). A 1.48 m high, unfinished seated Buddha was also encountered; the left hand lies in his

lap, the right is raised in witarka mudra. At present one image is in Batavia, the other in

Palembang.

Far to the south, at Djapara on the Ranau Lake, lies a natural stone foundation of a temple,

8.10 X 9.60 m. On the east side is a f1ight of four steps. The profile consists of ogives and a semi

éircle; casements are also visible. At one time an image may have been removed from here 28).

Temples of natural stone are very rare in Sumatra.

Southeast of this place, at Bawang, lies a stone with 18 lines of script. There is also a knife

carved on it 29).
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The English captain, S. C. Crooke, who visited Djambi in September, 1820, was the first

to notice the antiquities of Muara Djambi, a few hours upstream. He writes, "Muara Djambi is

said to have been a capital town, and to have in its vicinity ruins of brick or stone buildings,

containing images and other sculpture; but time was wanting, etc.; nothing was discovered but

a mutilated diminutive figure of an elephant, and a fullsized head in stone, having curly hair,

in the style of a judge's wig, and a perfectly Caffre cast of features. This latter is sent with this

report" 30).

It is to be regretted that he does not say from which ruin he removed the Buddha head (for

such it probably was) because the preserice of a nandi tells us that <;iwaism, also, was

represented in Muara Djambi.

More than half a century later the Middle Sumatra expedition also made a visit to these

ruins (the tjandis Tinggi or Gumpung and Gedong I or 11), after which another half century

went by before T. Adam published a few notes in Oudheidkundig Verslag, 1921 and '22. Thus,

for instance, he mentions the remarkable ruin Stano (= astana), east of the village.

This is all that has been written concerning the ruins of Muara Djambi. In March, 1936, I

made excavations and surveys HIere, which brought to light sorne new facts. The shapeless heaps

of rubbish, robbed of their images, gave up very little of their secret. But from the following

appears their importance.

The rough sketch shows scven ruins. The one farthest east, Stano, is a royal mausoleum,

according to the inhabitants, and therefore sacred. Excavations are not allowed. Adam gives a

ground plan and a photo of it, also two photos of Hindoo stones, which he found on the south

side. The wall has a three-plane frame, casements, and an ogive; the steps are undecorated.

Although it has something of a Hindoo character it is not impossible that we are concerned here

with a Mohammedan building.

Tjandi Gumpung was partially excavated 31). The entrance lies on the south side; the celia

floor and the steps are badly damaged. A broad path extends about the building, becoming

unusually narrow by the steps ~here there is a peculiar extension. The fa<;ade has doublebordered

panels, measuring 18 X 81 cm. The celia is 5.10 m square and is thus almost twice as large as

that of Si Pamutung, Sumatra's largest shrine.

South of the steps lies a terrace, which is totally in ruins. The surrounding wall measures
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85 m from north to south and 93 m from east to west, and like the other ruins seems to consist of

a double walI with a filling of earth or gravel, such as one finds by the temple Mendut in Java. In

the eastern walI there was once a gateo The entire courtyard is paved with brick, truly an impres
sive piece of work 32).

43 m west of the southwest corner begins the north walI of tjandi Tinggi's enclosure. The

unusual arrangement of the walIs is recorded in the ground plan. On the west side lie a temple

and a terrace, in the east walI a gateo The dotted lines indicate that the contour of these three
buildings could be only vaguely discerned. The court measures 150 m from east to west and

155 m from north to south, is thus the largest in Sumatra and four times as I~rge as that of

Muara Takus.
Gedong I has probably a gate in the eastern walI, Gudang Garem certainly. At Gunung

Perak we found a stone with border. Here we made no excavations. A record of the surrounding

walIs shows the folIowing dimensions: (in meters).

Gumpung 85 (north-south) 93 (east-west)

Tinggi 155" 150"

Gedong 11 51" 57"

Gedong I 73" 88"

Gudang Garem 70" 78"

In four cases, thus, the east-west walI is the longest, being from 6 to 15 m longer than the

north-south. In four cases the gate is in the east walI, in two cases the temple is not in the

center of the court (Gumpung north, Tinggi west).
The fact that the temple lies outside the center and the presence of a terrace (in comparison

with Java) makes it probable that they were built in the 11th or 12th century, or later. More

accurate information is not available.
But however meager and unsatisfactory is the aboye information, still partical conclusions

may be made from them. In size, beauty, and number the buildings of Muara Djambi certainly

equalIed alI others in Sumatra. They were part of a great city, probably greater than Palembang,

where now not a single ruin is spared. Through this town streamed the Sungei Melaju, reminding
one of the famous Malayu, which Rouffaer in 1921 identified with the present city of Djambi 33).

Rouffaer bases his supposition on two points: 1) Malayu means a hill town. Djambi lies on

a hill, ergo...... 2) In Djambi several Hindoo images have been found.

When, however, it is seen that the Sungei Melaju flows through flat country there is no

reason to assume that the welI known city name has any relation to a hill settlement. It is much

more likely that the town of Malayu was situated on the river of this name and that the ruins at

Muara Djambi are the remnants of this city.
And the images at Djambi? On this point we can be brief, combining two facts: 1) that not

a single trace of Hindoo building has ever been found at Djambi¡ 2) that the sultan's kraton

at that place was built mostly of bricks from Muara Djambi. What can be more likely than that

the sultan at the same time robbed the ruins of their images? The relics still present may be

mentionned briefly:
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1) Standing Buddha, with garment around both shoulders, 1.72 m high, arms broken.
Found in 1820 at Solok, a village immediately west of Djambi, now in the museum at Batavia.

Made in the 7th century (also 2 and 3). See Plate XI.

2) Standing Buddha, with garment over both shoulders, without head, hands or feet, 1.05 m

high, removed from: Muara Djambi in 1906. The head sent to Pinang in 1820 may have belonged
.to this beautiful image. It somewhat resembles a sandstone Buddha in high relief, 17 cm high,

found at Vieng Sa, in the northern part of Malacca Peninsula (iIIustrated in Indian Art- and

Letters, 1935), but its resemblance to several Buddhas of North India is also striking.

3) Standing Buddha, with garment over both shoulders; head, feet and hands broken,
0.90 m high.

4) Buddha torso with garment fold around the leH arm; right shoulder bare; 0.40 m high.

5) The back of an entirely destroyed image on a lotus cushion, with plants springing from
root hulbs; 1.48 m high. Solok.

6-7) Elephants with diadem; 0.95 m long.

8-11) Wonderful makaras with standing raksasas in their mouths 34). Height 1.10, 1.21,

lAO and 1.45 m. The raksasas are armed with a loop and a heavy club, which is jointed and

terminates in a flower bud, upon which it rests. Qne raksasa holds the loop in front of his ríght

shoulder, the other lets it fall over the leff hipo Both wear a loin c!oth, ear rings, necklaces,
armlets and anklets.

The makaras themselves with their thick, swollen form, have a conventional flower border

over the trunk; they have large, bulging eyes (one of them has a slanting eye), with heavy eye

brows and broad, well developed ears. They are related to the makaras of Palembang and Java.
Qne of them bears the date 1064 and the words "mpu Dharmmawira". Solok.

12) Makara with kinnara in his jaws. In Java the kinnara is found only in the jaws of a few
makara spouts, aboye the orífice. In Malaaca there is a makara (cast in the Raffles Museum at

Singapore), possibly from Java or Sumatra, in whose jaws Iikewise appears a kinnara. This

motif is also known in Cham art. Solok.

13) Nandi, 0.80 m high, 1.05 m long. Muara Djambi.

14) Sjambha, 1.40 m nigh. Solok.

A few fragments of le~ser importance are leH unmentionned.

If we accept the hypothesis that Malayu lay on the present Iittle river Melaju, we have
available the following dates for this city;

-671, I-tsing remained here for two months.

+695, Conquest by <;riwijaya.

853 and 871, Tchan-pei (Djambi) sends envoys to China.

1024, Conquest by Rajendracola.

1064, Makara of Solok.
1079, '82 and '88, Tchan-pei sends envoys to China.

±1050-1250, Temples of Muara Djambi founded.
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1225, San~fo-tsi = Djambi; Palembang conquered.

1270-'93, Pamalayu. During these years the city must have presented 11 Iively view

through the presence of hundreds of javanese soldiers. They formed the basis for the great

expedition to the interior (Tanah Datar), where a second town of Malayu existed or was in the

process of being built. This western town seems to have been destined to playa leading role; thé
eastern town probably has always had significance as a trading place.

2

Sungei Langsat líes on the northern bank of the Batang Hari, district Tanah Datar, residen~y

Westcoast of Sumatra. West of this village a huge image was discovered, which in 1935 was

transported to Fort de Kock. The girdle is c1asped by a monster's head, from whose mouth falIs

a string of pearls, ending in a bel!. The loin c10th is divided into squares, which are ornamented
with skulIs and crescent moons. From a knot on the leH shoulder a broad ribbon extends diag

onalIy over the breast, straightacróss which is a decorated bando Breast and legs are covered with

hair, from the corners of the mouth protrude a pair of smalI tusks, aboye which is a mustache.

Slant-eyed makaras, flowers and strings of seed serve as ear ornaments. The head is covered by

a beautifulIy designed kerchief held by a diadem: The hair is dressed in a high, pearshaped knot,

with a flowered bandeau and a smalI niche with the Buddha Aksobhya. The head is surrounded

by a f1aming aureole. To the leH of this the sun is chiselIed. The entire image is 4.41 m high.

We have to do here próbably with a portrait of the Menangkabau king Adityawarman 35),

whose inscriptions are between the years 1343 and 1371. The king spent his youth at the javanese

court of Modjopait and became acquainted there with the sect of the bhairawas. In 1370 he had

himself initiated as a bhairawa under the name of Ksetrajna-wic;esadharani.

Where the image originalIy stood can not be determined; certainly not on the high river

bank where it was found. However, a few hundred meters northwest of this place there is a brick

terrace, which I excavated in October, 1935. It turned out to be a building 20 m square, with steps

to the four quarters. Careful survey brought to light that 85 cm within the outer walIs there is a

second series of walIs, so that evidently an older building was enlarged by laying over it a second

coping of stone 36). Exactly how this older building looked could onl~ be determined by breaking

away entirely this outer coping and the steps, a bit of work which no sensible human being

would undertake.

In Sungei Langsat was found a statue's pedestal, with inscription on four sides. These

announced that in 1286 the javanese king Krtanagara sent an Amoghapac;a image to Sumatra

as a present for <;ri Maharaja c;rimat Tribhuwanaraja Mauliwarmmadewa, over which alI the

subjects in Bhumi Malayu rejoiced. The image was set up in Dharmmac;raya 37).

The Amoghapac;a itself (1.63 m high) is a beautiful product of the Singhasari art of East

java. The head is surrounded by a halo, to the leH and right sun and moon are pictured. On the

shoulders appear makara heads with a round eye. OriginalIy the god was eight-armed. At his

left side stand Hayagriwa and Bhrkuti, on his right Sudhanakumara and <;yamatara. Eight
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images of Buddhas and Taras sit on lotus cushions. At the foot of the main image are a few tines

of worn script. Underneath, on a vertical border, appear the socalled seven jewels (saptaratnani):

horse, hurting-disc, queen, jewel, minister, general, and elephant.

The Amoghapa~a with his followers are in reatity portraits of the Javan~se king Wisnu

wardhana(t 1268) and the members of his family. In Wisnuwardhana's temple grave at Djago

(East Java) once stood an Amoghapa~a image, 2.15 m high, with separate images of Hayagriwa,

Sudhanakumara, <;yamatara, and Bhrkuti. In the temple yard there was found also a bhairawa

with skulI and dagger in his hands and with an Aksobhya in his hair. This is probably a portrait

of Adityawarman, who built here a temple in_1343 and placed within it a Manju~ri image.

The inscription at the back of the Amoghapa~a of Sungei Langsat is worth lingering over. It

is composed in perfect metric verse; the poet however, had a very imperfect knowledge of Sans

krit, so that in several places the.meaning is obscure, making an accurate translation impossible 38).
The first strophes glorify Adityawarrrian: "magnanimous as the elephant in the woodland

caverns." Next the patih Dewa Tuhan is mentionned. Then follows the consecration of the Amo

ghapa~a-Gaganaganja image by the Acarya Dharma~ekhara, "who is friendly as Manju~ri".

Adityawarman is called "mahayana-jogawijnana" and "manidwayanatakakarana" ("cause of the

dancing of the two jewels").

"In ~he golden halls, beautified with birds and elephants,- saturated with fragrant perfume of

the forest, graced by celestial nymphs, where the pools are frequented by Matangini~aand Asuras,

the lord of all Daityas, gods and Widyadharas enjoys abundant gaiety, haha! Inspiied to dance

by the murmuring bees, lovely Matangini~a sways in tively, continuous rythm. He, disperser of

ennui in Matangini, who diverts himself in tively fashion with the hosts of Haha and Huhu,

suddenly lays aside his Jina form and descends to earth, to serve the world, fair as the moon in a

favorable constellation; graced by the goodness of his heart, under the name of Udayawarmma

gupta, predecesor of all terrestial rulers."

Later the following sentence is added: "This image, standing in the middle of the bajrapra

kara of the jinalaya, is the iIIustrious Amoghapa~e~a, fair as the rising sun."

The most interesting part of this description is the mention of the dancing deities, Matan

gini~a and Matangini, the male and female elephants. By Matangini is probably meant Matangi,

tribal goddess of the South Indian Madigas. The Tantrasara, says of her; "1 remember again and

again the dark' Matangini swayed by passion, her beauteous face heated and moist with the sweat

of amorous play, bearing a necklace of Ganjaberries and ciad with leaves." She is thus the

opposite of the Buddhistic goddess Parna~abari, the angry leering devil of the cemeteries 3D).

The dancing elephant couple reminds one of the popular betief in Sumatra that at certain

times elephants congregate in the forest to perform a dance.

The inscription says that a dramatic performance also was given. In this an episode from

the history of Amoghapa~a may have been portrayed, such as for instance the visit of the monk

<;antiwarman to the sacred mountain of Potala, to invoke the aid of the godo This event must have

been sung in long pantoons. Apeculiar atmosphere must have been created by the circumstance
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At Muara Takus, on the right bank of the Kampar Kanan, lies a number of ruins from the

11th and 12th centuries. They formed part of a town, which was entirely surrounded by an

earthen wall. The space enclosed measures about 1.25 km2 • The buildings are encircled by a sand

stone wall, measuring 74 X 74 m. In April, 1935, 1 excavated the brick foundation of a great

gate, approximately in the middle of the north walI. Since the surrounding wall is built over this

foundation on opposite sides, the latter must be of an earlier date.

DirectIy opposite the gate, on the south side of the courtyard, stands the best preserved build

ing: the slender, graceful Maligai Stupa. The foundation has the form of a rectangle and measures

9.44 X 10.60 m. Inside, 52 cm behind the outer wall, is an older foundation decorated with

pilasters. On the north side ascends a flight of steps, which have been. twice rebuilt in the course

of time. It is probabl~ that at one time they supported a parapet with two kneeling elephants.

Perhaps the gallery also had a low retaining walI.

On the foundation stands a 28-sided pediment, decorated with blocks of yellow sandstone.

From this pedestal ascends a round tower. As may be seen from the drawing the body of the

stupa rests on a double lotus cushion. Within this flower is an older lotus. The crown of the

stupa seems to have been 36-sided; on four sides were placed sitting lions of sandstone. The

36-angled section is followed by a regular octagon aboye which extends a frieze with 16 lion

heads. The dome. consisted of a sandstone lotus, which no doubt formerly supported a stupa. In

the center of the tower was once a hole, about 2 m deep, in which rested a wooden mast, bearing

several sunshades, one aboye the other 44).
East of the Maligai Stupa lies a rectangular terrace, 5.10 X 5.70 m with an extension and a

flight of steps on the north side. On the outer wall are pilasters.

West of this Stupa lies a similar terrace, called Tjandi Bungsu. According. to Yzerman it
formerIy supported a 20-sided foundation, with a stupa in a wreath of smaller stupas. It recalls
the upper terrace of the Borobudur. See Ijzerman's fine artic\e in T. B. G. 1893.

At a later period this brick terrace was enlarged on the north side by a sandstone stupa. On

the east side ascends a flight of steps. On a high, 20-sided base rests a low 36-side~ base which

bears a lotus. In this lotus Yzerman found a hollow, filled with earth and ashes. Among the ashes

lay three bits of gold-Ieaf and a golden plate, engraved with tric;ulas and three nagari letters. At

the height of the 20-sided base laya stone with 9 letters and in the middle of each side a tric;ula.

These letters Or. Bosch dates in the 12th century. He concludes, therefore, that the ruins also

date from this century. He forgets, however, that the sandstone stupa of Tjandi Bungsu was

built later and that the inscriptions were made during the final stage of the temple's foundation.

I think it probable, therefore, that the terrace of Tjandi Bungsu, the original Tjandi Tua, the
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,
Palangka, Temple 11 and the gate (in short, the main buildings of Muara Takus) existed already

in the 11 th century. Temple I and the surrounding walI are probably from a later date, while the

reconstruction of the Maligai Stupa and the Tjandi Tua might easily have taken pla~e in the 12th

century.
Immediately north of Tjandi Bungsu stands Tjandi Tua, the largest (though not the highest)

building of Muara Takus. The greatest length is 31.65 m, the greatest breadth 20.20 m. The

ground story shows signs of reconstruction; the processional path has a very irregular breadth.

The second terrace is lower, but like the first is decorated with limestone pilasters. On the east

and on the west side ascend flights of steps with lions. The stupa proper rests on a 36-sided base.

In the lotus only an empty holIow was found.

East of Tjandi Tua I excavated in April, 1935, a sandstone foundation measuring 13.20 X

13.60 m (Temple 1), while south of these ruins a foundation 5.75 X 5.75 m (Temple 11) carne

to light.

The temples oí Muara Takus are probably the graves of royal personages. Malays say that

the Hindoo ruler was transformed into an elephant, and for this reason great herds of elephants

regularly visit the ruins to do homage to the spirit of their departed ancestor. Close to the

temples is a shalIow ford, which the animals cross whenever they descend from Mount Suligi to

the plains. It is remarkable that since time immemorial the stupa court nas been their favorite

playground, where they walk about and disport themselves alI night long by the light of the moon.

During the excavations of April, 1935, we were able to verify this strange phenomenon from

personal experience. When one considers the antiquity of animal trails in the jungle and the

elephant's extreme conservatism it seems likely that even centuries ago the animals betook them

selves to Muara Takus, and for this reason the place had an odour of sanctity. The Malays must

have considered it a socalIed elephants' dancing ground, such as are still known in India. This

may also be the reason why the Hindoos built their temples on this particular spot. As long as

the city lay here the elephants naturalIy stayed away, but after its destruction the jungle reclaimed

her rights and the Lords of the Wood retrod their ancient paths.

The ruins of Muara Takus naturalIy did not stand alone. Upstream, in Tandjung, I found a

beaUtiful bronze tripod with conventional garuda heads¡ it is probable that an incense burner

once belonged to it 45). Still farther upstream, at Durian Tinggi, lies a brick ruin. Downstream

from Muara Takus, at Batu Besurat, there seems to have been found a stone inscription¡ still

farther, at Bangkinang, a brick ruin. There is also a heap of rubbish at Batu Gadjah, on the

Tapung Kiri. According to legend Muara Takus may have been destroyed by Bataks from Rau,

-to the west. This is not unlikely, since the Hindoo culture of Rau (according to the inscription

at Tandjung Medan) also dates from the 12th century.

At Aurkuning, on the Sibajang, a tributary of the Kampar Kiri, a Gane~a image was found

which is now at Bengkalis.

On the island of Great Karimun, close to the mouth of the Kampar, a cliff inscription from

the 7th 01' 8th century announces, "the ilIustrious feet of Buddha, whom the Mahayanikas unit

with the universe (golayantra)".
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At Mokko-Mokko, northeast of Benkulen, there was formerly an inscribed stone, which has

now disappeared into the sea 46).
Korintji produced two bronze bodhisattwa images, one representing Lokec;wara, with utpala

in the leH hand, and the right hand in wara mudra 47).

Menangkabau has at least 18 inscriptions of king Adityawarman, covering a period from

1347 to 1371 48). The center of the kingdom seems to have been Pagarrujung. Strangely enough

there are only two Hindóo images in Menangkabau: a standing bodhisattwa and the image of

a woman with pierced breasts. Buo produced a silver Wajrasattwa.

On the stone trom Kuburadjé\ the king calls himse1f Kanakamedinindra, lord. of the Gold

Land, descending from the family of Kulic;adhara (Wajradhara); he also considers himself an

incarnation of Lokec;wara. His father is Adwayawarman. A stone at Bukit Gombak records that

he built a magnificent wihara, furnished with everything the heart could desire. rhe peace of

this, sacred building must not be disturbed, a curse \-vould rest on those who disobeyed this order,

a blessing was invoked on patrons of this shrine. Alas, not a trace of this temple has been found.

Another stone mentions Ananggawarman as yuwaraja; inscriptions from the Merapi caIl the

mahasenapati Pamanan.

Interesting, also, are the inscriptions near the aqueduct cut in the c1iffs of Bandar Bapahat.

To the left isa Sanskrit text in old Javanese script, to the right the same text in a South Indian

Grantha. This leads to the conclusion that in Adityawarman's time a large group of South Indians

must have lived at Menangkabau.

The most remarkable inscription, however, is that of Suroaso. "In c;aka 1292...... in the

month Jyaistha, on Tuesday king Adityawarman, with the attributes of an illustrious lord,

became Ksetrajna by the name of Wi<;esadharani, lord of Surawac;a, laughing, seated Iike a king

on a 10ftY throne, outside his palace, drinking sweet syrop. Thousands of ten millions of

flowers ...... their perfume suffuses the air...... the fragrance of king Adityawarman's sacrifice

is incomparable".

According to Moens this is a figurative description of the king's initiation into the bhairawa

sect. Ksetrajna is a form of <;iwa-Bhairawa. "Surawac;awan" probably means not only "lord of

Suroaso", but also "fragrant with strong drink" (madhu). "Khadyam" (sweet syrop) may be

a paraphrase for "blood", "nissabha" (outside the palace) for "alone on a field strewn with

corpses". "Homa" means, perhaps, "human sacrifice".
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Involuntarily one associates this Ksetrajna with the demonic dancing Matanginic;a of the

king's inscription at Sungei Langsat, dated 1347. It is strange that the Buddhist Adityawarman
worships the <;iwa gods and has himself immortalized in a gigantic bhairawa image with an

Aksobhya in the crown, at Sungei Langsat.

It appears that we have stilI a fourth proof of his bloodthirsty disposition. Among the crown

jewels at Pagarrujung is a knife engraved with the figures of two deities. One represents a

bhairawa with high coiffure and short hip garment; in his hand he holds a knife and a skull. The

other portrays a woman withloosehanging hair and also with a knife and skuIl in her hands.

Possibly these are the portraits of Adityawarman and his wife, and this knife was used in the

cruel rites of bhairawa 49).

Leaving Menangkabau and going northwest, we find at Tandjllng Medan a formless heap

oí ruins. Here once stood a temple with a high tower and steps on four sides. Excavation brought

to light an inscribed golden plate, 7 X 22 cm, the center of a larger plate, which was probably

square, and on which was engraved an eight-petalled lotus, resting on a wic;wawajra. Of this

figure nothing remains except the heart of the lotus, with the inscription: hum Aksobhya ... phat;

the petal at the right with: hum Amoghasiddhi ... phat; the end of the wajra and the petal at the

left with hum Ratnasambhawa... phat: and the same termination. The petals on which should

appear the names of the dhyanibuddhas of the East and West are cut off. The mandala of the

plate thus consisted of eight deities with Aksobhya as central figure. According to Dr. Bosch

the inscription dates from the 12th century 50).
At Lubuk Sikaping, not far from Tandjung Medan, there was formerly a brick ruin; at

Tarung-tarung there were two.

Going to the northwest the foIlowing discoveries may be noted: at Hutanopan a bronze

lamp in kinnari form; at Tanobato a bronze Kuwera and an elephant image; on the voIcano Sorik

Merapi four inscribed pilIars, of which one bears the date 1294 c;aka; at Penjabungan two women

on an elephant (bronze); the elephant carries a flower bud in his trunk 51). 1 found fragments

of a similar image at Bara (Padang Lawas).

At Bonan Dolok formerly stood a <;iwa shrine, as evidenced by a Ganec;a, which has

survived 52).
Not far to the northwest, at Si Mangambat, lies a <;iwa ruin from the 8th or 9th century,

which is built entirely in the style of Middle Java. The core consists of brick, the casing of natural

stone. Yet and occasional brick must have been uscd in the facade, also; at any rate one brick

decorated with leaves has been found. The ground plan of the temple is about 5 m2 • The

entrance lay to the east. On the west side, probably in a niche, stood a Ganec;a image. Of the

<;iwa image only a fragment was fOllnd. Two beautiful kala heads also carne to light, fragments

of birds and garlands, squatting ganas with upraised hands, tric;ula-cakra motifs, lotuses in a

cube pattern, winged sheIls, antefixes, pinacles, etc. Of equal interest are the reliefs of two

celestial beings, a human being in gala dress and an animal which can not be classified. East

of the temple lies a foundation of natural stone, 4 X 6 m. An earthen waIl forming a quadrangle

of 24 m encloses the court 53).





V. PADANG LAWAS

The antiquities of Padang Lawas lie on the upper stream of the Barumon and its leH

tributary, the Panei, as welI as on several branches of these two streams. 'They are monuments

of the kingdom of Panei, which in 1024Bad to bend the neck to the South Indian ruler, Rajendra

coladewa, and in the 14th century'ackn¿wledged the supremacy of the rerlOwned East java king

dom of Modjopait. At the time when the Eitropeans carne, at the end of the 16th century, it had

sunk entirely into oblivion.

In the middle of the 19th century the Dutch conquered Padang Lawas. Portibi was occupied

in 1837., The East Indian Government commissioned Franz Junghun, the famous geologist, to

explore this district. To junghun belongs the honor of having been the first to calI attention to

the Hindoo antiquities (1846). It is true he confines himself to a few Iines, and the report of the

traveler Van Rosenberg, which appeared ten years later, is very meagre, but yet the work of

these two intrepid men deserves the greatest respect for penetrating this hostile region and, for

recording what only later generations would be able to appreciaté.

Von Rosenberg sent several fragments, among which a Buddha image, to the museum at

Batavia. Later, in 1887, the controleur Van Kerchoff published sorne further details, followed

by the resident of Tapanuli who in 1901 and 1902 compiled a Iist (unpublished) of the antiquities

known at that time in his district. Since then no further notice was taken until in 1920, when

Dr. P. V. van Stein Callenfels made a trip through Padang Lawas and immediately saw its

importance to the world of science. His valuable report created the initiative for several excava

tions by the Archaeological Service which, however, were soon stopped for lack of funds.

This was the situation when the writer carne to Padang Lawas in june, 1935. Soon it became

evident that good and thorough work here could only be accomplished by a patient and system

atically plannedcampaign. Research of this character, however, demanded more time and money

than he had at his disposition, and so he decided to confine himselves to the main things. That

is to say, the temple chambers were c1eared of rubbish; architectural drawings and measurements

were made and the temple courts partialIy excavated. In this way we now have comparative

material of alI the ruins from which to construct an image of the architecture of Panei, which

can not be altered even by eventual later discoveries.

An entirely different problem is that of the sculptures. The temples are very meagerly

decorated with a few reliefs and a slightly more generous number of free, standing images. The

statues from the chambers are nearly all lost and it is certain thaf many art treasures are still
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buried in the ground. It is therefore difficult to express any well founded and unchangeable

opinion regarding the plastic arts. From the specimens available, however, one may draw the

conclusion that the Hindoo-Batak sculptors and workers in bronze were as great masters in their

craft as were their colleagues in Java. Truly magnificent works of art were produced by

their hands.

Pageranbira has an old grave, made of river stones over which are laid a few cut natural

stones. It is 9 X 9 m. On the top lie nine flagstones. In the middle is an elevation, 1.50 X 3.50 m,

on the north side of which is a stone with lotus border. Over this lies a pear-shaped stone with

a lotus border underneath.

Five meters to the east lies a second grave (8 X 9.50 m), made largely of natural stone

and bearing traces of a flight of steps on the south side; flagstones on the southwest and south

east corners. The elevation is 350 X 5.85 m and has on the north edge a pearshaped stone on a

square base. On the south corner lies a round, grooved stone, evidently a bit from the topo

Inhabitants call the graves Mohammedan, yet in many respects they give the impression

of being Hindoo.

Pordak Dolok. On a hill a rough, irregular pillar was found, of which the top was cut into

a Gane<;a head with a lotus at the back. An inscription in old Javanese letters announces the year

1245 A.D.; underneath are a few more lines in the script of Near India. In this place stands also

a four-armed Gane<;a.

Aek Sangkilon. The temples of Padang Lawas usually have t~eir portals turned to the east.

East of the main temple lies a terrace with flagstones (pendopo 55) terrace) and east of this the

gate of the circular wall. Within this wall usually lie a few more small buildings.

The same sort of group is found at Sangkilon. The main temple rests on two te,rraces. The

first or lower terrace is decorated with ogives and triangular frames. Between these frames are

casements, 10 cm high, adorned with squareshaped flowers, set off aboye and below by narrow

borders of foliage. Outside the three-plane frames are borders of foliage, 18.5 cm high. The

terrace measures 8.30 m square and has on the east side a projection 2.80 m long and 3.85 m

broad, against which is built a flight of steps, 3 m long and 3.33 m broad.

Flanking the stairs are two makaras, both of which bear a human figure in gala dress in

their mouths. The man on the south side leans his right hand on a club and holds in his left hand

a couple of flower stems. In the figure on the north side only the flower stems are visible. Un

doubtedly these are raksasas, though they are neither fat nor demonic. In Java, too, (Borobudur)

and in Bali are found raksasas with lotus flowers in their hands. Makaras with raksasas we found

already in Djambi.

On ascending the steps one comes to a landing, flanked left and right by a low wall; at the

end of each wall is a projection. From the landing one comes to an ambuJatory, 1.13 m broad,

which encircles the second terrace.
This second terrace is simply profiled with an ogive and a three-plane panel. One ascends
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a 2.30 m wide flight of steps and can then walk around the temple again. The ambulatory is a

meter broad. Only the north an.d west walIs of the original temple have been spared. They

enable us to observe that the base consists of square frames and that the main body of the te.mple

is undecorated, the upper and lower sections being enclosed by ogives and three-plane bands.

In the center each walI has a projection of 1.73 m. The roof is square and was probably at one

time crowned by a stupa with sun shades. On the landing were found fragments of leaf tendrils

and a square piece of natural stone, which had probably fallen from the top of the roof. A kala

head (35 X 63 cm) was also unearthed, which formerly served as a decoration aboye the portal.

The room was at one time 2.25 m square. It was reached by a f1ight of steps, 2.32 m broad. By

the steps a bronze cylinder was found, in which formerly the hinges of a door must have revolved.

In july, 1935, I found under the rubbish of this chamber a golden placque, 5 X 13 cm. In the

center a double wajra is engraved, partially covered by a square with the letter hum. Above are

three curved lines of Nagari script and underneath four lines; on the edges having the greatest

length holes are bored, about 1 cm apart.

According to Dr. Bosch this Nagari script is about the same type as that of Muara Takus.

The text is not complete and probably began in a placque which was fastened cruciform under

the present relic. The lines ran thus from the west edge, which has been ¡ost, to the north edge,

which has been preserved, etc. The text gives reason to suppose that the placque refers to the

consecration oi a Yamari image with eight faces, twenty four eyes and a wreath ofskulls

(kapala mala); also is called Dipamkara, and perhaps Ananda.

"DaránandasyadlpaT]1karasyadara (or datra)

ramyaramya<;rIkaru'.lálayawi

márayamárayakarayakara (or kakara)

caturwiT]1satinetráyatahana

hÜT]1

..... rasyapari

(ra) ránwanwayawanwa (or buddhayawanwa)

. sakapalamálanika

11 OT]1 (or urp.) a~tána" 56).

North ofthe temple lies a shrine with only one tenace; for the rest similar in plan. It is

about 6.90 m2 and on the east side has a f1ight of steps 2.80 m long and 3.41 m broad. The

tenace has the usual ogives and three-~Iane bands. The base of the temple proper (which has

now entirely disappeared) has the same fa<;ade as that of the main temple. From the tenace

a 2.35 m broad flight of steps ascends to a temple chamber (2.49 m2). Half the space is taken

up by an altar, originally at least 70 cm high, which extends across the entire breadth of the rear

wall and is profiled in square bands and an ogive. The stair wings of main and subsidiary

temples were originally guarded by lions.

East of the subsidiary temple lies a tenace 5.70 m square, with a 2.90 m broad f1ight of

steps on east and west sides. The temple court measures 43 m from east to west and 49.70 m
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from north to south. The axis of the main temple does not correspond with that of the courtyard,

a peculíarity displayed also by other temples in Padang Lawas.

The biara (wihara) líes about a hundred meters west of the river Sangkilon, which f10ws

into the Barumon, not far from here. A quarter of an hour's walk from the temple two flagstones

líe on líttle hill.

Manggis líes three days' journey southeast of Sangkilon. Here is a small brick mound with

two makaras, each 75 cm high. One holds in his jaws a kneelíng raksasa with indefinable

attributes; the other raksasa inclínes to the rightand carries a club and shield. There is also a

square base. A quarter of an hour farther stand two raksasas, 1.50 m high, with the left indicator

pointing upward and a weapon in the right hand; serpents are wound about ankles, wrists and

upper armo Conspicuous is the high, puffedout hairdress, recalling that of the bhairawa of

Sungei Langsat (Batang Hari).

Farther south, on the right bank of the Lubuk, at Kotanopan-Pinarik, líes a completely

ruined biara.

Si Djoreng Belangah. The temple is small and has the usual profile of the biaras. In the

outer wall, however, several instances of gross carelessness may be observed. The projections

of the main body are intersected aboye and below with three-plane frames. If we call the middle

surface A, the upper B, the lower C, and the base D we observe that on the nbrth side A is

125.5 cm wide, B 154 cm, C 127 cm and D 132.5 cm! On the west side these ciphers are 114,

146, 118.5 and 133. The builders have thus ignored the fact that B, C and D are extensions

of A and by no means independent panels. On the south side they have not even taken the trouble

io place C exactly underneath A, but too far to the left. Moreover, the SO!1th extension is much

narrower (114 cm) than those to the west and north (127.5, 125). Truly an incomprehensible

bit of carelessness!

Here we have a case of degeneration, from which may be concluded that Djoreng is younger

than the other biaras of this type (Sangkilon, Pamutung, Bahal 1, 11, m, Bara).

On the former perhaps square roof were eight brick kala heads with necklaces in their

jaws, 31 cm broad underneath and 36 cm aboye. There are two on each side.

The celia is 2.27 m2 • In the north and south walls, 86 cm from the entrance and facing each

other líe two hollows, 18.5 cm broad at the base, trapezium formed and terminating in a leaf

shaped point. They are 18 cm high and 13 cm deep. Perhaps formerly contained bronze images.

In the northeast corner of the courtyard the fragments Df a líon were found; the face is hewn

from a separate piece of stone and fits into the head with a peg; on the left and right sides, aboye

the cheeks, two holes are bored; on the breast are two short línes of iIIegible old ]avanese script.

Evidently there was formerly a second líon. These animals flanked the temple steps.

South of the main temple was a stupa of natural stone with a f1ight of steps to the east. The

base has an unusual profile; accompanying sketch shows what is left of it. The upper part of the

building is too delapidated to be recorded in drawing. There is, however, a great lotus (diameter

at the base -+ 1 m) on which fits a large, round stone with borders (now fallen off). A still

larger lotus cushion was unearthed on the south side of the monument.
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The original cornice consisted of a band of foliage, 8 cm high, aboye which small Buddhas

were seated on lotus cushions. The three figures which have been found are Ratnasambhawa (or

Aksobhya?), Amitabha and Amoghasiddhi (with dharmacakra or dhwaja mudra 57). At the four

corners of the square sat Iions. West of the stupa laya terminal,' 78 cm long, with a hollow at the

topo Perhaps it belonged to the main temple, however. A small kala head was also found and a

15-sided terminal with (originally) 8 pendant lotus leaves, 18 cm high.

The strange fact that Amoghasiddhi is portrayed with the gesture of the hanrl sacred to

Wairocana (usuaIly only Aksobhya takes the place of Wairocana) is confirmed by an 84cm high

stambha, which was excavated at the northeast corner of the temple yard. The vase-shaped stone

arises from a double lotus cushi?n and is bordered at the top by a band of foliage, with alter

nating kala heads and monocles. From the band hang strings of pearls.

The top of the stone is formed by an upstanding edge with niches, in which Buddhas are

seated. Aksobhya is easily to be recognized; the Buddha on the south side is broken off; the one

on the west side naturaIlY represents Amitabha; the image to the north has not the mudra of
Amoghasiddhi, but a dharmacakra or bodhyagri mudra 57), most probably the latter. Between
the Buddhas are two lions, sitting side by side and having only one head. The dome formerly
consisted of a number of smaIl sunshades.

OriginaIly the stambha stood on a square base with projections; on the upper surface of
these projections great tri~ulas are chiselled. Djoring was thus Wajrayanistic. The sides have
four casements, 7 X 8 cm, in each of which a human form is visible:

a) Aman with feet turned outward, sagging at the knees. In front of his body he holds a
reyong 58), hanging by a ribbon from the left shoulder, and which he seems to strike
with his right hand.

b) Man with a drum, inclining on the right leg.
c) A figure going to the left (for the observer, to the right) , holding a flower in front of him.
d) Perhaps a woman; sagging knees; right hand resting on the knee, left hand with upturned

palm raised near the head.

Possibly this is a symbolic portrayal of the festival which took place at the founding of the
stambha; music and dancing naturaIly played an important role in this ceremony.

The intermediary panels (always four in number) are filled with foliage. A remarkable
feature is that between a and b, 3rd from a and 2nd from b, the torso of a woman arises from
the leaves. The left hand is raised .and the right, with palm upturned, is held in front of the
breast. Can this have been the lady who founded the stambha?

Close by this base lay another, somewhat smaller, also 12-cornered, with a border of leaves
and monsters' heads. A third appeared at the northeast corner. A second stambha, 55 cm high,
also has kala heads but no Buddhas. Of the third stambha only the lotuscushion was found.

We have no direct information as to the purpose of these stambhas, so that we are free to
draw our own conclusions. We imagine the idea was to honour BuddÍla, in commemoration of
marriage, birth, victory or sorne other memorable event. Founding a monument of this kind
brought redemption and averted the perils of magic powers. In essence it differed little from the
Iingga, which also influenced its style. See the stambhas of Si Hada-hoda and Si Soldop.
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In the northeast corner of the yard was found a lingga on a pedestal with lotus cushion

(1 m high). On the top is a lotus. On the lower side is a round peg, 5 cm high, with a dianieter

of lQ cm, with which to fasten the lingga. Perhaps it is the soul tablet of sorne iIIustrious persono

North of the main temple lies a small brick building, temple II, with projection and steps

to the east. The greatest length is northsouth. The temple proper is 2.90 X 7.40 m. The fa¡;ade

has three-plane frames and ogives. Above the 1.90 m wide steps I found in June, 1935, a square

placque, 53 X 53 cm, 16 cm thick, with a circular protuberance on the upper surface. In front is

a two-line inscription in old Javanese script, which Dr Bosch interprets as follows: " ...... 1101

bulan besakha tithi pancami krsnapaksa brhaspatiwar adiwasa ...... tatkala......". The writing

thus ceases where the inscription proper should begin. As we shall see later these lines are of

great importance for the dating of the antiquities at Padang Lawas.

On the right corner is chiselled a skull with a crescent moon 59). On the placque laya

sunshade. At the southeast and southwest corners of the building lay two more sunshades (42

and 65 cm in diameter), but perhaps these belonged to the main temple. The same question may

be asked regarding a terminal (upper part broken off), which has a round peg underneath,

including which it is 52 cm high. In the vicinity laya kala head (23 X 26 cm), from whose

jaws hang three f1owers.

East of, temple II lies temple III (3.25 X 4.71 m), with the greatest length from east to west,

and a 1.85 m wide flight of steps on the south. Originally it was profiled with ogives and three

plane frames. At sorne later period it was encased in a plain brick wall; compare the nethermost

round terrace of the Borobudur. On the summit laya flat f1ower, reminiscent of the flower on

top of the stambha at Si Soldop.

North of the pendopo terrace is a square platform of natural stone, east of which is a

construction in natural stone, bearing the most beautiful relic of the entire temple group. This is

a round placque with a diameter of 1.24 m, and a height of 0.44 m, the lower edge decorated

with great lotus leaves, then smaller leaves aboye and finally a border of various casements with

rosettes and undecorated square,s. On each axis (not on the four cardinal points) a yaksa is

portrayed:

a) f10ating in the air, the right hand raised near the head, leH leg raised high; short hip

garment. Very beautiful. Northeast;

b) squatting; right hand supports upper frieze; leH hand broken off; perhaps originally

resting on hipo Southeast;

c) squatting; both hands support the upper frieze. Southwest;

d~ squatting; both hands resting on the knees. Northwest.

AII these figures have the hair puffed, wideopen eyes, large ear studs and short hip garment;

b and c wear an upawita over the breast; d has also a bit of drapery over the leH shoulder. In

style they are related to the art of South India.

We do ,not know what was the purpose of this altar, but remembering Batak tantrism, in

which sorcery and the conjuring of spirits play such an important part, the questíon naturally

arises whether this stone may not have served as a resting place for the king's soul, summoned

by the datus to give them council. Similar round spirit thrones are still used in Nías.
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If this supposition is true, it is also probable that one or more stambhas, perhaps a lingga, in

any case thus soul tablets, may have stood on the foundation immediately to the west (compare

the stambha of Longgong) and that there was a certain relation between these monuments and

the altar.
The court is 40 X 41 m. The center of the main temple lies 16.50 m from the south edge.

Here, too, the axis of the court and of the main temple do not coincide. Strangely enough there

is no surrounding stone-wall but merely an earthen embankment. The entrance naturally lay

east of the pendopo terrace. The embankment, however, has no depression on. this side while

a preliminaryexcavation revealed nothing.

From the relics found it is evident that Djoreng was a small butimportant temple group,

which the faithful had endowed with beautiful monuments.

A kilometer farther to the north lies the ruined biara

Tandihet. A hasty examination revealed the old, hackneyed fa<;ade, which appears again

and again. When the celia was c1eared out there carne to light a golden placque (4.5 X 12.5 cm)

with a wajra square. At one time it must have been attached to something by an iron wire. The

wajras have a somewhat different type from those of Sangkilon. In the center is a letter; on one

side are three lines of writing, on the other side four. Stutterheim reads the following:

" Wanwawanwanagi

bukangrhITgr
hücitrasamasyasa

tünhahahaha

hÜf!1
hühühehai

hohauhaha
of!1aJ:¡hüf!1"

He believes that the various sounds refer to the ritual laughing, which was intonated during

sorne tantric ceremonies. According tá him the inscription dates from the 13th century 60).
In the vicinity laya headless Chinese image, with a book in the right hand. It represents Pu

tai-ho-Chang (Maitreya) and was made in Chekiang or Fukien, probably in the latter part of the

Sung period (13th century) 61). By the steps stood makaras and lions; the north makara holds

in his jaws a raksasa, inclined to the right and armed with sword and shield.

Longgong. To the northeast, on the edge of a hill, lies an octagon base with circular

protuberance. On this fits a lotus cushion which formely bore a globe-shaped stone, beautifully

chiselled. The latter has a wreath of lotus leaves underneath, while the main body has a frieze

with four kala heads and four winged monocles. It terminates in a square with niches, in which

sit Taras on undecorated thrones. Except for a cord over the left breast, they are naked. The

symbolic gestures (dhyana and abhaya mudra) are plainly visible in the images to the west

. and north. At the corners sit lions, aboye which arises a wreath of lotus leaves, crowned by a

cone-shaped summit. The three lower sections of this imposing stambha, which was originally
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at least 1.85 m high, are pierced and were probably at one time connected with a wooden pego

The stambha formerly stood on a foundation of natural stone, measuring about 2 X 2.5 m.

Si Pamutung, the Violent, the Impetuous, named after a certain wasp, is the largest shrine in

Sumatra. The main temple measures 10.60 m2 • On the east side is a projection 3.80 m long and

5.60 m broad, against which is built a f1ight of steps, 4.20 m long and 3.80 m broad. The temple

rests on two terraces. The fa~ade calls for no special comment, except that the part aboye the

upper ogive of the first terrace is unusually high. Between the three-plane trames are undecorated

panels. The steps ascend to a landing with projecting walls (as at Sangkilon). By the proces

sional path of the first terrace there was probably at one time a low parapet. On the west side

there is still a small remnant of it. The chamber is 2.60 m square.

The most interesting part of the temple is the roof, which mounts in two stories; on the first

story are 16 stupas, on the second 12. In the roof is a hollow, 52 cm deep, aboye which no doubt

rose a central stupa, crowned by three sunshades. One of these sunshades, probably the smallest

(diameter 49 cm) was found west of the temple. The segments of a great lotus border (diameter

1.35 m) are doubtless from the central stupa. Excavation of the court revealed fragments of

natural stone with panels, casements and an ogive; apparently these are from the roof of the

third story 01' from the entrance. Near by laya bronze Amitabha (12.5 cm high) and a doorpost.

The steps are flanked by makaras with standing figures in their jaws. At the top they have

a 7 cm peg, on which fits a stone with foliage. This peculiarity is also noticed in the makaras

of Gunung Tua and Nagasaribu. A little to the side stoot two lions, 95 cm high, of which the one

on the south is still intact. Undel' the right fore paw is a cub, Iying on its back and playfully

raising the right fore paw, the tail curling about the mother animal's right flank (a motif from

Chinese art). The later has sharp spurs at he back of the feet, like a garuda. Indeed, the claws of

the hind feet bear a strong resemblance to those of a bird.

Two small raksasas, with the left index finger upraised and a club in the right hand, formerly

stood on the first ambulatory, near the steps leading to the second terrace. The main stairs were

guarded not only by makaras and lions but also by raksasas.

North of the main temple lies a natural stone terrace, 9.89 X 10.06 m, with steps on four

sides. The fa~ade is somewhat unusual, because it has straight instead of three-plane frames. On

this structure once stood a small terrace, 1.42 X 1.47 m. Around it lay 16 flagstones, all differing

in length and breadth, the average being 33 cm long. Theymust have supported a roof, which

perhaps sheltered a stupa of sorne perishable material 62).
The east steps are flanked by two great crocodile heads, at one time attached to them by long

pegs. They have a human nose. If the wings of the stairs are observed c10sely at the point where

the heads were fastened, a number of lines are seen which evidently were intended to represent

something, possibly the crocodiles' bodies. When the surrounding stone heaps were investigated

a few more fragments of this decoration were brought to light.

South of the main temple lies one of brick (temple 2), which has a projection with steps

on the east side. It was at one time a stupa, as indicated by the octagonal superstructure decorated

with casements. Very little of this buildings now survives. On the north side a wall leads to the

main temple; on the centre of this wall there is still a small building.
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East of temple 2 sorne fragments were found, which were perhaps at one time a part of the

cornice, but may also have belonged to the cornice of the main temple. The most remarkable

feature is a square terminal, surrounded by eight standinglions, on the corners arranged in pairs,

ending in a single head. We might also mentíon several serpents heads 63), small towers and
fragments of raksasas.

On the north corner of the stairs was revealed a head, 33 cm high, with the hair elaborately

dressed, the locks being arranged so as to overlap, Iike the scales of a fish. On the fore side are

five skulls. Could it have belonged to the sacred image of the main temple? or simply to a
raksasa?

In the vicinity lay the most interesting stone of Si Pamutung, representing the beautifully

modelled torso (43 cm high) of a woman with folded hands (anjali mudra) and large ear studs.

She wears bracelets and armlets, a necklace about the throat and on the head a crown. On"

opposite sides are f1ames, the eyes are wide open, the mouth has two large, curved tusks.

It is quite certain that this is the image of a queen, who had been initiated as bhairawa.

Si Pamutung, the largest shrine in Padang Lawas, was thus at one time a centre of the bhairawa

cult. As we shall see presently this cult probably carne from Bihar and South India and was

related to those of Java and Menangkabau. One of its main mystic symbols was the wajra, which

is found represented at Sangkilon, Djoreng, Tandihet, Bahal 11, Pulo and Soldop, also in Muara

Takus and Tandjung Medan.

The statue found betrays a South Indian influence 64). Close by lay the head of a bhairawa

(18 cm high), with large ear studs and a f10wer behind each ear. Possibly one of these images

stood on the flat lotus cushion which was found in the vicinity. The bhairawa and bhairawi may

have stood in the cell, flanking the main image, or more to the front, against the south and north

walls. If not, perhaps they stood on the pendopo terrace, facing the main temple 65).

It it not unlikely that there were still more portrait statues. Thus, I founda torso (36 cm

high) with the right hand in wara or witarka mudra and a leH hand with bowl (?). The mate to

this image appears to be a torso (40 cm high), with the leH hand in front of the breast, thumb

and· index finger joined. The right hand holds a club against the shoulder. Perhaps, however,

they are ordinary raksasas. Various other fragments of raksasas, sorne kneeling, were also found.

Temple 3 is of natural stone and must have had a f1ight of stairs on the east and west sides,

though nothing was found. Presumably it was a pendopo terrace.

The central terrace measures 10m square. On the east side are steps, 3 m broad, prQbably

on the west side, also.

Temple 4 revealed three f1agstones, proving that it formerly was a pendopo terrace.

The gate in the surrounding wall is profiled with ogives, the portal is 1.25 m wide.

Temple 5 has the usual biara fac;ade and is the smallest building of this kind. Only a portion

of the west wall is leH standing. The projection is varied by a square (not three-plane) frame.

The upper part of the ogive has a sharp edge instead of a curve. Apparently, therefore, the temple

had not been completed. Here, too, the three sunshade stones indicate its Buddhistíc character,

while the upper part of the structure was at one time decorated with small towers.
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The biara is on the south side of a plateau, surrounded by an embankment, 4 m wide. The

north south axis is 662 m and the east west is 226 m. From about the centre of the east embank

ment a 250 m long spur runs to the east, turns at an angle of 150 degrees to the north east,

continues for 138 m, terminating in the steep slope of a field from which there is a view of the

Barumon.

Parallel with the north part of the east biara embankment is a second embankment (see

field sketch). On these ramparts there was probably at one time a palisade of bamboos. North

west of the biara lies éí rectangle of eight flagstones, held by brick walls, still farther north a

pillar with fruit-shaped capital, 75 cm high, possibly a stambha of sorne kind; also a pillar,

1.05 m high, which lay east of a sturdy flagstone. Cf. plate XXIX.

West of the plateau is a large depression, which may have been inundated at one time.

According to the inhabitants there was formerly a large lake here, which extended to Portibi.

The hollow north of the plateau is now called Tombang Papan, but was formerly known as

Muara Tombang, because there was a goldmine here. Could this name possibly bear any relation

to the Minanga Tamban mentionned in the inscription at Kedukan Bukit (Palembang), from the

year 693? The plateau itself is called Si Randoring, and Si Pamutung is said to have been built

by a certain Radja Partukal, who could only be killed by his own kris.

Ballal 1I1. Near the village of Bahal lie three ruins, which are distinguished by numerals.

The one farthest east is Bahal 1II. On the square roof once stood. a magnificent pearshaped

pinnacle on a high lotus cushion, 1.42 m high. The absence of a sunshade allows for the

supposition that this may have been a <;iwa temple. The farrade also bears a striking resemblance

to that of the <;iwa temple at Bara. The base is adorned with three, the gallery with two bands

of foliage. Between the three-plane frames of the latter is a checkered band, changing to a band

of foliage on the projection. Under the rubbish of the portal laya brick base with niche for a

little bronze image.

Excavation of the field produced two raksasas, the one to the north holds the right hand on

a club, the left index finger in fron t of his body; the one on the south holds a club against the

shoulder with the right hand, the left hand rests on the hipo Height 1.35 m. Near the steps lie the

pedestals (68 X 87 cm) so that now for the first time we know exactly how these image were

mounted. Two small raksasas, inclining to leH and right, also carne to light.

The pendopo terrace is 7.20 m square. ,On the north side laya bronze hook. North of the

main temple, outside the surrounding wall, 1 excavated a ruin with several flagstones.

Ballal 1I lies about 400 m farther west and is almost as large as Bahal 1II. The roof is

octagonal, profiled with ogive and three-plane bands, and to the four quarters of the wind are

niches, which at one time contained Buddhas. On the north side sat a Buddha holding the hands

in dhwaja mudra 57). The niches are flanked by rampant lions and crowned with a decorated,

pearshaped arch. Above there was apparently a stupa at one time, of which two sunshades were

recovered. The part beneath the octagon is so badly ruined that no clear idea can be obtained

as to how it once looked. Above the cornice, to the left of the entrance, there are three niches,

20 cm broad at the base and 17 cm apart. They are too small to contain images. On the south

Int. Archiv für Ethnographie. Bct. xxxv SuppI.
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gable there is a niche under the lion niche and another about one metre farther. Here, thus, they

were more widely separated and not so numerous as on the east side. On the gallery there was

formerIy a parapet. Between the three-plane frames are casements.

The stair wings terminate in makaras, bearing in their jaws torsos armed with sword and

shield. On ascending the steps one arrives at a second flight of stairs, the wings of which end in

brick makaras. As arare exception these do not hold human beings in their jaws, but merely

leaf tendrils. The walls of the portal were carved to the right and left with rampant lions, of

which now only the hind feet survive. See plate XXXI.

The temple chamber is a quadrangle, measuring 2.54 mZ• Against the rear wall is built an

altar, 1.78 m broad and extending forward 0.97 m. In June, 1935, the height was 0.44 m, which

can not have differed much from the original height. A few months later it was mutilated by

unknown hands. On the altar fits a long slab of stone with lotus cushion (0.22 m high) on which

stands a god, dancing on a corpse (-+- 1.18 m high). This god, identified by Dr. Bosch as Heruka,

bears an Aksobhya and five skulls in his flaming hair. The uplifted right hand brandishes a wajra,

the left hand holds the half of a skull in front of the breast and also c1asps a staff trimmed with

ribbons. Around the throat is a double necklace, across the breast a chain and on the shoulders

hangs a long cord with about six heads. The girdle is ornamented with strings of beads.

The image is made of a fine, somewhat porous tufa, consisting chiefly of pale, volcanic

glass and belonging probably to the liparite tufa of the Toba Lake. Evidently the image was

made in Central or North Tapanuli 66). See plate XXXIV.

After the Batak conversion to Buddhism they had a special reverence for Heruka, which may

be accounted for by the fact that this god's foremost attribute, the khatwanga, is regarded by

them as the equivalent of their own sorcerer's staff (tunggal panaluan). Not only is there a

striking resemblance between the Indian and the Batak staff, since both consJst of a pyramid of

figures, in which the human head dominates, but there are also points of similarity in the magic

significance of both weapons. The top of the khatwanga and of the tunggal represents the light

ning and both weapons are used for the destruction of enemies. Thus, the Bataks must have

regarded Heruka as the counterpart of the datu, who functioned as medium (pangulubalang) for

the spirit residing in the tunggal, was distinguished for his skill in dancing and could arouse

himself to a perfect frenzy by tearing his hair, devouring raw meat with salt and quantities of

Spanish pepper 67).
Although Heruka was one of the most popular gods of the Wajrayana, images portraying

him are very rareo Taranatha tells of a king to whom the solemn announcement was made that

in case he broke a certain promise and then gazed upon the veiled image of Heruka he would

have a hremorrage and die of it. This god was known also in Java.

The image of Bahal strongly resembles that of Comilla in Bengal, which now stands in the

museum of Dacca 68). The latter, however, does not stand on a corpse but on a lotus cushion.

On the upawita hang far more heads, and there are also other differences.

I would now like to call attention to a Nairatma image of Bihar, from the beginning of the

10th century 69). The resemblance to the Heruka of Bahal is so striking that the latter image
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must also have originated in the lOthcentury. This fact is of great importance in determining the
date of the Padang Lawas antiquities.

In the temple chamber was found also the image of a dremonic woman (?), standing on a

corpse. She wears large ear rings, puffed hair and a string of skulls. The left hand holds a skull

in front of the breast, the right hand rests on the hip and holds a wajra and a sacrificial knife.
Two great raksasas and probably two lions functioned as temple guardians.

North of the main temple Iies a small structure which makes the impression of having been

a stupa at one time. It is 4.90 m square and on the east side has a projection about 3 m long

and 3.90 m broad, with a flíght of stairs, which are reached by means of two small steps on the

north and south sides. Each of these small steps was flanked by two makaras, which have only
leaf tendrills in their mouths.

The pendopo terrace is a quadrangle, measuring 9.50 m, and is thus larger than that of
Bahal III. There are steps on foursides. On the east side were found two kneeling raksasas with

club and raised index finger. They have no tusks nor rich c1othing. The right foot is placed in an

abnormally ugly position in front of {he body. These primitive men, grinning cheerfully, are

certainly a peculiar product of Hindoo-Batak art. Stranger still are two sitting elephants with

penis erectus and lion's paws. They hold in their hands a little pot and a club. Behind and in front
on the pedestal is seen a trigonal ornament with a kala-head 70).

East of the entrance gate I excavated a number of small towers; could these have belonged

to the north stupa? Between Bahal 11 and I1I, however, lay several small hills, which perhaps

contain the remnants of temples.

Bahal 1 líes on the summit of a hill, about 500 m northwest of Bahal 11. It is the most
beautiful and attractive of all surviving ruins in Padang Lawas, and is a worthy campanion to

the Maligai Stupa at Muara Takus. How wonderful is the scarIet glow of sunset on the graceful

tower and wildly agitated reliefs, so expressive a symbol of the tantra religion in its f1aming

ecstasy! And from the lofty temple chamber what a marvelous view at noon over the burning

plains of Si Tungir-tungir, scorched black by the merciless Batak sun, where the ruined Heruka
temple evokes visions, beautiful yet terrible, of Bhairawas celebrating their bloody festivals!

The main temple rests on a terrace, 10 m square, which has a projection with steps on the

east side. In the walls of this terrace are casements with fiercely grinning Iions. The projection

walls are decorated with six casements, in which are carved dremonic figures, dancing and threat

ening. In style they harmonize with the raksasas standing near the steps. The two figures to the

left and two in the centre have the right leg Iifted, the left bent, while the right hand holds a club

aboye the head arid the left with index finger raised is held in front of the body. Only the left
figure on the south wali, the most beautiful of them all, raises the c10sed left hand to the head.

The figures to the right stand in martial pose, with Iifted clubs. AII have round ear studs, bracelets

and anklets, a long slip of drapery between the legs. A peculiarity of these panels (57 X 108.5 cm)

is that the edges are raised, while deep carving is seen only c10se to the figures. No doubt they

were formerIy covered with stucco, perhaps enlivened with colours. See plate XXXIII.
The stair wings terminate in makaras, holding in their jaws richly dressed men, kneeling and
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bearing sword and shield. There are also a couple.of large raksasas. On ascending the steps one

comes to a landing, with low parapet to right and left. These do not end in a projection, as in

the case of Sangkilon and Si Pamutung. From this landing one passes on to a gallery, which

probably had a parapet at one time. Near the wings of the following stairs, which are very steep,

stand two small raksasas.
Standing in front of the third flight of stairs, one sees in the right and left walls of the portal

two carved, Iifesize, headless figures with penis erectus. Formerly each stood on a monster's

head 71). In Bahal 11, as we observed, this portal was adorned with Iions. Fragments excavated

at Sangkilongave us the impression that similar figures had been used there. But at Si Pamutung

and Si Ojoreng Belangah they don't occur.

The low temple chamber is arare exception in that it is not square but oblong, being

2.27 X 2.57 m.
The round roof ascends from a lotus cushion and is decorated with garlands. At the top is

a square hollow, 20 X 20 cm and 30 cm deep. Above this formerly arose a stupa, at any rate

the excavation of 1935 brought to Iight the segments of· a large lotus cushion in natural stone.

In 1926 two big sunshades had already been found. See plate XXXI.

A single glance at the temple fac;ade reveals the fact that it·is not of the usual type. Ogives

are lacking, on the lowest terrace there are no three-plane frames, on the second terrace and on

the temple building are curved frames, while temple and roof have semi-circular frames.

North of the main temple, but not in its axis, Iies a stupa with steps on the east side. Above

an octagon base arises a semicircular frame with a lotus, which in turn supports a globe, profiled

with a round bando When these ruins were cleared a small golden ball was found. The fac;ade

has no ogives nor three-plane bands; the same applies to the pendopo terrace.

South of the pendopo terrace lie two small terraces, O and E, with steps on the east side. The

nearest (O) has an ogive and a semicircle. Many natural stones were found here. Terrace E,

farther south, has a superstructure with three-plane bands. Perhaps the stambha, which was

found in the immediate vicinity, once stood on one of these small terraces. Cf. plate XXXII.

On, the inner side of the south circular wall, numerous fragments of roof tiles were found in

three places. Unless these belonged to the pendopos the court must have contained several

wooden buildings.

The entrance to the temple court does not Iie precisely in the centre of the east wall, but

slightly to the south. (In Si Pamutung a Iittle to the north, in Muara Takus a Iittle to the west).

On the outside it has two flights of steps, one on the north and one on the south side, while

inside a f1ight of steps leads to the temple court. The landing is +- 1 m aboye the ground. Very

little is left of the side walls, the lower part has an ogive and a three-plane frame, similar to

those at Bahal 11, Bahal III and Si Pamutung. It is impossible to say whether they were sheltered

by a portal. Probably not, in which case they may have resembled the wellknown tjandis bentar

of Bali. The surrounding wall is 0.97 m thick and 1 m high.

In the yard a slender stambha was found, adorned with garlands and Iittle bells; see plate

XXXVIII. Also a kneeling raksasa with a club in the right hand. Outside the circular wall, near

the gate, lay two vase-shaped stones.
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On the inner side of the west wall, almost directly across from the main temple, was found

a small bronze image of a woman (19.5 cm high), of a South Indian type. The left hand is held

in a sort of witarka mudra, in the right hand she holds a round object. Around the throat is a

long cord. Probably this is the portrait of sorne woman who made a gift to the wihara. The back

of a bronze image was also found.

The landing of the main temple produced a stone Wajrasattwa image of South Indian type,

seated in lalitasana attitude. Under the throne, to the left, is a snake which seems to be lapping

something from the ground; to the right is a woman kneeling, with folded hands. Near this image

laya small stone pediment, proving that small images had been placed in the celia. This feature

we have already observed at Bahal JI (bhairawi), Bahal III (pediment), Si Pamutung (Ami

tabha) and Si Djoreng Belangah (holes in the walls) while the Chinese image at Tandihet proves

that even non-Indian images might be placed there.

North of the biara, on the opposite side of the road, on a hill, lies a round pilfar, 1.30 m

high, terminating in a point.

Pulo lies several hundred meters west of Bahal 1, and is built on a small hill, enforced

with stones. There is no room for a circular wall, only on the north side is there any open space.

On this side, therefore, (rare occurence!) the stairs are built. At the northwest comer of the

temple stands a small structure of natural stone, with barely more than one ogive, 2.55 m square.

Pulo itself was formerly a threefold stupa. In the centre stands a square tower with

extensions, and on opposite sides stood twotowers of similar construction 72). Excavation

brought to light more than 15 sunshades, of which the largest have a diameter of 1 m. The

decoration of these towers consisted of strings of pearls dropping from the mouths of kala heads,

among the pearls are bells, while here and there celestial beings float in the air, with fly-fans

in their hands. Around the stupas there must have stood numerous small towers, fitting one on

the other and 59 cm in height.

The brick temple itself measures 4.04 X 8.78 m, the steps are 3 m wide. The shorter sides

of the temple reveal the following: in the centre a casement with foliage (16 X 88 cm), flanked

by casements with reliefs (38 X 49.5 cm), next to these casements with foliage (16 X 47.5 cm).

The last and the centre casements are enclosed by kumbha-shaped pilasters, and are topped by a

natural stone band with rosettes in a pattem of squares (8.5 cm high). Above them is another

casement with foliage of the same dimensions.

Oneach side of the short walls, therefore, we find two casements with reliefs, two on each

side of the stairs, and five on the south side. Of the eleven reliefs I found five in a nearly

complete state of preservation 73), of one only a head and arm, of the other five orily mutilated

fragments of arms and legs.

Of the (Iet us say) six reliefs the origin of two only could be ascertained with any certainty.

The placing of the others is merely approximate. On approaching the entrance there was a

dancing bull on the left side of the stairs, to the right a dancing man (of which only a head and

arm). The bull was thus fastened in the casement. It was strange, therefore, to find in the ground

in front of it a bhairawa bhiksu with skulls in the ears, proving that the reliefs have been
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tampered with. On the east side was found a dancing elephant and aman with leg IíHed high,

with no possibility of determining to which casement they belonged. On the south side lay a
raksasa, which probably sat in casement 2 or 3 (counting from the east). Although bull and

elephant remind one of Nandi and Gane<;a, it is probable (though not absolut~ly certain) that

Pulo was Buddhistic; consider the numerous sunshades!
On the west side appeared a stone wajra head, apparently the end of a pinnacle; on the

northeast comer a lotus on a base (of a stambha ?), by the smaller structure two flagstones. It

was, thus, a pendopo terrace. The steps were flanked by two small raksasas.

Rara líes 2 km farther west, on the south bank of the PaneL The temple court is the largest
in Padang Lawas (78 X 87 m) The main temple is on the north side of the court, the gate is not

directly opposite, but more to the south.
The main temple was formerly guarded by Iíons and large raksasas. Base and galleries are

decorated similarly to those of Bahal III; the roof is square (2 X 2 m).

When the celia was c1eared an altar appeared, on which stood at one time a naga pedestal;
the holy water flowed away through its mouth. Bara was thus a <;iwa shrine, the only one of its

kind which has been spared in Sumatra.

On the northeast comer of the pendopo terrace was found a magnificent bronze placque,
the back support of sorne image, plainly South Indian in style. In the centre is a round disc with

lotus border, the inner part of which is defined by a band of pearls; below two makaras (with

tails) spout a flaming halo which terminates in a kala head. Under the latter are two small

elephant heads. The entire placque is 56 cm high.
North of the temple, outside the circular wall,.Iies a brick ruin, around which were found

numerous bronze fragments. In Bahal there is also the base of a stambha with extensions.

Halaban líes about 5 km to the northwest. It has an unusually large court (49 X 80 m);

the main temple, which has collapsed, is on the south half. The celia is a quadrangle of 2.47 m,

and has a remarkable altar. It is profiled with an ogive and straight bands, projects 1.42 m but
terminates 0.31 m from the north wall, while on the south side it projects considerably (2.25 m)

over a space of 0.74 m. In the portallay a tlat stone with lotus border. South of the main temple

líe two small monuments.
Hotang (Rondaman) líes in the near vicinity. It has the smallest temple court of all the

biaras (34 X 34 m). Makaras. hold in their jaws torsos, with sword and shield, as at Bahal 11.
Several comer stones connecting with Ieaf tendrils, were probably part of the comice (compare

Djoreng).
Aek Hajuara. Haloban and Hotang líe on the left bank of the PaneL If one crosses the river

and continues in a northwesterly direction one finds a number of remarkable antiquities. The

field has numerous small mounds, which have been artificially made, evidently as graves. The

monuments built on them are a sort of stambhas or stupas.

Thus-south of Aek Hajuara, on a natural stone terrace, 1.65 m square, there is a remarkable

stone (stone III) with a lotus border. Under this border there appears on the west side aman

with legs widespread and upraised arms, to the IeH a steer with ridiculously long feet, to the
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right a spectral figure with one shoulder bent to the ground; he looks up and raises one armo

Next to him is a seated figure, which can not be c1assified; to the extreme left a squatting
monster. On the south side there are squares with a circle; in the centre sits aman with raised

arms. A similar human figure was also the central decoration of the badly mutilated north side.
On the stone is a round, elevated lotus border 74). Excavation brought to Iight a round terminal
with lotus border, 0.50 m high.

To the northwest lies stone II 75), a lotus on a pedestal, on the west corner of which are

the torsos of two people with upraised arms. In the centre is carved a triangular object. A round
terminal belongs to it, perhaps also a 60 cm high round stone (stone 1) with reliefs 76). Seated

in niches facing the four quarters are human figures, which we shall call A, B, e and D. A, knees

drawn up, hands folded in front of the chin; aboye in a garland a celestial being, with wings.

B, an old woman (?), right hand raised as if conversing, seems to be looking to the right (from
the observer). Between A and B, a woman looking to the right, right hand leaning on the ground,

left hand in front of the breast. e, very weatherbeaten, right hand raised near the head.

D, Buddha attitude (like B), hands apparently in front of the body. Between e and D a figure

moving through the air (?), hands raised near the head, looking to the right, penis erectus.
To the right, below, a child (?). with hands in front of the body. Between D and A a

winged being.

To the northwest,between the villages of Lantosan and Si Topajan, on a smaIr hill, laya
round stambha base, decorated with leaf tendrils and 8 kala heads. In the vicinity laya pedestal

shaped like an hourglass, also a stone .with reliefs of a kneeling elephant (?) and a figure in
Buddha attitude, with folded hands 77). A little farther is a natural stone monument with flag

stones, and still farther two natural stone foundations, of which the one farthest to the north is

7.35 X 8.00 m.

Si Topajan. East of this village is a remarkable small biara of natural stone, bearing traces

of reconstruction. It is a terrace with small extensions and 12 f1agstones. In the centre is a super
structure, 3.50 m square, with 8 flagstones. In the side walls are casements with a checkered

pattern; makaras and large raksasas guard the stairs. The pendopo terrace is not precisely in

the axis of th.e main temple, but a little farther north. From the northeast and southeast corners

of the main temple run two walls, extending almost to the pendopo terrace. Both waIls terminate

in inscribed stones, having the form of an hourglass.

These inscriptions, in old Javanese script of a remarkable angular form, a forerunner of the
modern Batak script, have been deciphered by Dr. Bosch. They read as follows;

tat kiHa hang tahi si rangngit

kaba (ga?) yin pwanyawari babwat bakas
brhala satap

i.e. This is the memorial of hang Tahi si Rangngit kabayin (?) and (?) pu Anyawarin
(to commemorate) the making of a restingplace for the united gods (the gods under

one roof).

pu sapta hang buddhi sang imba hang langgar tat (ka) laitu

babwat biyara paduka <;ri maharaja
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i.e. This is a memorial of pu Sapta hang Buddhi sang Imba and (?) hang Langgar, com

, memorating the making of a wihara for His Majesty the King.

According to Dr. Goris several of the words of the 'second inscription, Le. sapta, buddhi,

imba and langgar, mean the numerals 7, 5, 1, and 1, indicating that Si Topajan was founded in

the year 1157 c;:aka or 1235 A.D. 78).

In the courtyard several pedestals were found; it is not certain whether they represent yonis.

Three stambhas were also found, of which one is decorated with kala heads 7!J). ,
North of this group laya small monument, also one to the south. Formerly both supported

a pendopo.

Northwest near

Gunung Tua laya small, entirely ruined temple with terrace. In the courtyard were found

two lions and makaras. There seems at one time to have been a stambha 80).

The radja of Gunung Tua formerly owned an interesting bronze Awalokitec;:wara image,

four-armed and standing between two taras j now in the museum of Batavia 81).

An inscription on the pedestal announces that this image of "bhatara Lokantha" was made

in 1024, by the master smith Suryya. A Malay word form (barbwat) guarantees that this bronze

carne from Sumatraj otherwise one might be inclined to doubt it, for in many respects it gives

the impression of being Javanese 82). The inscription announces also, "by making these good

deeds the common property of all mankind, I am made ripe for the highest Perfect Vision".

Perhaps the image stood in Nagasaribu, Si Pamutung or in one of the temples of Baha!. The

year 1024 also recalls the conquest of Panei by Rajendra<:oladewa.

At Gunung Tua once stood a remarkable square stone, which probably carne from the

the vicinity of Si Topajan or Aek Hajuara. On the upper surface are carved two lotus bordersj

next to these, on the two longest sides, are four tigers with heads turned to the corners of the

stone. On the shorter sides are figures with pointed ears:

a) forecorner, human figure with large head, squatting with widespread legs, arms in front

of the body, head supported by the hands, near the left leg a monster head. Underneath, to the

right, :l similar figurej next to it a head and two raised hands.

b) left sidecorner, in the centre a gana with upraised hands, to the right a squatting figure,

underneath to the left two beasts facing each other.

c) rear surface, in the centre a squatting man, small in stature, arms folded, left and right a

rosette. Above two elephants facing each otherj the right is standing, the left squats on his

hind legs. On the corner, between the left side and the back, is a standing small mano

d) right side corner, two squatting meno

Mangaledang. The Si Rumambe is a branch of the PaneL Following its course upstream one

finds on a hill on the south bank (near Mangaledang) three small, square monuments standing

side by side, the largest in the centre, f1anked by the two smaller. One of the latter measures

75 cm square and has sitting Hons at the corners. At the footof the hilllies an octagonal pinnacle.

.A lotus cushion was also found. Probably stambhas or stupas stood here at one time.

Si Hodahoda. To the west, at Si Hodahoda, is a stambha on a lotus cushion. The body of the
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shrine is 69 cm, decorated with four monster heads and four monocles connected by strings of

pearls, from which hangs an occasional lotus bud 83). It comes from a hiII west of the vilIage, on

the opposite side of the river.

In the aboye place is a square stone slab, 59 X 59 cm, with upstanding edge (with exten

sions), aboye which is a circular edge. In the vicinity lies a stone measuring 43 X 43 cm, having

a round shaft on a narrow lotus border. A broken fragment of this shaft shows traces of cords and

a bit of pearI band 84). About 40 m farther west lies a lotus border and 500 m stiII farther west

four fragments of a sort of stambha with lotus border and a string of rosettes.

Farther west is the entirely colIapsed biara

Nagasaribu, which has two smaII monuments south of the main temple and one outside the

circular walI, to the north. Two large raksasas and makaras, stones with decorated borders and

a sort of water trough show that this shrine was built with care.' The most remarkable, however,

are two stambha bases in' lotus form¡ on one is a monster head with pointed eilfs, on the other a

woman's head.

Padangbudjur, northwest of Nagasaribu, has a stambha base with monster head¡ as arare

exception the under jaw is also portrayed.

Batu Gana lies stiII farther northwest and has a stone with lotus. A few kilometers to the east

streams the smaII river

Si Soldop. On the ridge of a high hilI, with a magnificent view of the surrounding mountains,

stands a p~aIIus-shaped staÍnbha, 1.25 m high, the base of which is decorated with four

monster heads 85). Among them appear two wajra points and two upraised right hands 86). Here,

evidently, is an example of trying to avert calamity by portraying gestures of the hand, such as

may be observed among many peoples. The stambha proper has lotus leaves underneath and also

under thé projection, around which are four monster heads among leaf spirals, aII eight decora

tions being connected with strings of pearls. Monster heads are also observed at the top, which

has a round hole. In this fits the peg of the "hat", adorned with a flower.

2

Now a few general remarks. Padang Lawas today is a parched, lonely, sunbaked land, due

to the ruthless destruction of aII timber. As a result rainfaII decreased and the country was

changed into a somber steppe. At one time the scene was quite different. Dense forests covered

the plain¡ less than a hundred years ago herds of elephants roamed over the plains of Baha!. No

wonder the Hindoos were attracted to this spot.

Of ·the 16 temples the three largest (Sangkilon, Pamutung and Bahal 1) have been

sufficiently spared to give us quite a complete idea of their formo The same may be said of four

smalIer temples, (Bahal 11 and m, Bara and Djoreng). Two quite different shrines, Pulo and Si

Topojan, are still fairly intact. Of Haloban the entire upper story and part of the celIa have

disappeared¡ of Tandihet even less remains. Nagasaribu, Gunung Tua, Hotang and Manggis are

shapeless heaps of rubbish, which especialIy in the case of the first is to be deplored. The biara

lot. Archiv für Ethoographie. Bd. xxxv Suppl. 5
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Kotanopan-Pinarik no longer deserves its name; only a few bricks indicate the place where it

once stood. Al1 things considered, one may be glad that so much has been spared.

The standard type of the Panei biara is a square temple with slight projections, resting on a.

square terrace, with gallery and parapeto This terrace has a projection and a flight of steps on the

east side. The fa¡;ade of temple and gal1ery is decorated with ogives and three-plane trames, that

of the base with straight frames.

The large temples rest on a second terrace with a large extension on which is a landing. In

this case the next terrace has no projection but merely a steep, narrow flight of steps.

The surface between the three-plane frames of the terrace may be flat (Djoreng), with

casements (Bahal 11, lower terrace of Pamutung and Sangkilon) or with receding casements

(Bara, Bahal III). In the second instance the casement is decorated only at Sangkilon, in the

third both are decorated. Bara and Bahal III are the only temples which have a decorated base.

Brief mention may also be made of the fact that Si Topajan and Pulo also have (decorated)

casements.

The decorative motifs of the temples consist mostly of foliage; sometimes of a checkered

designo The later occurs in the casements of Si Topajan, Bahal III (not on the projection), Bara,

Sangkilon, and on the natural stone band of Pulo.

The cellas are square, except those of Bahal 1 (2.27 X 2.57 m). Pamutung has the largest

(2.60 m2 ) but this is not so much larger than that of Bahal 11 and III (2.54, 2.55 m2 ). The

relatively small cel1a of Bahal 1 and the large one of Sangkilon's side shrine (2.49 m2 ) create

astonishment, while those of Djoreng, Sangkilon and Bara are of less importance.

According to the architectural journal Manasara the temples may be classified into three

groups, according to the form of the roof: nagara (square), drawida (octagonal), and wesara

(round). Under these groups we can classify Sangkilon, Pamutung, Bahal III and Bara ({s nagara,

Bahal 11 and the Mal}gai Stupa at Muara Takus as drawida and Bahal 1 as wesara.

At Sangkilon, Djoreng, Pamutung, Bahal II and III and Bara a layer of plaster was found

on the cella wal1s, at Bahal III on the outside of the building. Samples of this were brought to

Hol1and and given to prof. E. C. ]ul. Mohr for chemical analysis. The result was as follows:

Sample Carbonate Kaoline Quartz

l. Sangkilon 42 % 15 % 43 %
2. Djoreng none 55 % 45 %
3. Bahal 11 none 90 % 10 %
4. Bahal III 48 % 7 % 45 %

The samples, thus, are by no means homogenious and it is probable that for the sake of con

venience local use was made of lime plaster, made adhesive with a certain amount of clay. But at

Sangkilon and Bahal III the proportion was only 26 % and 13 %; this did not adhere sufficiently,

so clay was added, 1 to 1, and the result was satisfactory.

The terrace in tront of the main temple is always of brick, (except that of Pulo, which can

hardly be considered· for comparison) and may be oblong (Bahal 1) or square (Pamutung,
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Djoreng, Behals 11 and 111). As a rule there is a f1ight of steps on the east and west sides; at

Bahal 11 on the other sides also. At Pamutung there are two smaller pendopos on opposite sides of

the pendopo terrace and a larger one north of the main temple. The latter was considered so

important that steps were built to the four quarters, and by the east steps were placed monumental

crocodiles. At Bahal 111 a pendopo terrace lay north of the main temple, outside the circular wall.

At Si Topajan two similar terraces lay north and south of the temple group. The main shrine of

Si Topajan was, indeed, itself a pendopo. A few hundred meters farther west also stood a

pendopo (about 2 X 2 m); in the centre líes a stone, 0.61 X 0.62 m, with a slíghtIy raised edge,

0.05 m broad. Could it have supported a (wooden) stupa or stambha? At Sangkilon and north

of Pamutung there must have been pendopos, while the flagstones at Pageranbira indicate the

same fact.

Djoreng has the largest number of smaller shrines within the circular wall (5), then follows

Pamutung with 4, Bahal with 3, Sangkilon, Nagasaribu and Haloban with 2, Bahal 11 and Pulo

with 1, and the other temples with none. Bahal 111, Bara, and Nagasaribu have a building outside

the wall, north of the main temple, while only Pamutung has a similar building, to the south.

The main temple líes always on the west half of the court, in four cases the main axis

corresponds with the east-west axis of the court (Bahal 11, Pamutung, Hotang, Nagasaribu);

in two cases the temple axis líes a trifle farther north (Bahal 111, Bara); in four cases more to the

south (BahaJ 1, Sangkilon, Djoreng, Haloban). Bara and Haloban líe relatively far away. As a

rule main temple, pendopo terrace and gate líe in one líne, but at Bara the gate líes south of

this line.

In four cases the east-west axis of the courth is greater than the north-south (Bahal 1, 11,

111, Pamutung); in four cases smaller (Sangkilon, Bara, Haloban, Nagasaribu); in two cases they

. are about the same (Djoreng, Hotang). Bara has by far the largest courtyard (78 X 87 m),

Hotang the smallest (34 X 34 m). Bara is followed by Haloban, while Bahal I and Sangkilon
come in the fourth and fifth place.

From the following Iist may be observed that raksasas, Iions or makaras are not absolutely

necessary to a main temple. Often one of the three is lacking and Pamutung is an exception in

having all three. Like Bahal I and 111 it has a set of two large and two small raksasas. A smaller

shrine with' makaras is found only in BahaUI.

large raksasas small raksasas makaras Hons

Bara
" "

Bahal
" " "

Bahal II
" " "

Bahal III " "
Pamutung " " " "
Djoreng "
Haloban

Sangkilon " "
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Pulo

Si Topajan

Manggis
Tandihet

Nagasaribu

Hotang

Gunung Tua

large raksasas

"
"

"

small raksasas

"

makaras

"
"
"
"
"
"

Hons

"

"

The raksasas may be classified under three types: standing, inclining, and kneeling. To

the first belong the large images of the shrine, to the second the smaller, to the third the two from

the pendopo terrace of Bahal JI, one from Bahal I and three from Pamutung. The large images

raise the left index finger and hold in the right hand a club, which rests on the ground or against

the shoulder. In Java these poses are reversed, so that the raksasa threatens with the righf hand.

Quite different is a kneeling figure at Pamutung, which has the left hand resting on the leg. It

is very rare to find the figure supported by the left leg, while the right is slight1y bent.

In the jaws of the makaras are usually found human beings, sometimes with tusks only

(Bahal JI), sometimes entirely demonic (Gunung Tua, Tandihet) ¡ these figures are standing,

inclining or kneeling. Torsos with sword and shield are found only in Bahal JI and Hotang,

leaf tendrils only in Bahal 11. Sometimes the figures form a pair, such as the raksasas at Si

Topajan, which incline to right and left, the standing figures at Sangkilon and Si Pamutung,

the pairs of Bahal 1, JI and Hotang. Sometimes, however, one is standing and the other inclining

(Nagasaribu) or there is the combination of kneeling and inclining figures (Manggis, Gunung

Tua).

Remarkable are the makaras of Pamutung, which have a 7 cm peg at the top, which feature

I saw again only at Gunung Tua and Nagasaribu. According to an imagefound at Pamutung this

peg supports a finial with foliage. The figures in its jaws hold a club in the right hand and

against the shoulder¡ in the left hand respectively one and two lotusses with long stems. A

similar figure is observed at Sangkilon, while one of the figures at Topajan holds a club and three

lotus buds.

Finally, the ears of the makaras have different forms: in sorne they are-Ieaf-formed (Bahal

1, JI, Nagasaribu, Hotang, Topajan), in others they are fan-shaped (Pamutung, Sangkilon,

Gunung Tua).

The beauty of many temples at Padang Lawas has suffered irreparable loss by the collapse

of the cornice. How beautiful must have been the roof line of Bahal I and Pamutung! How grace

fully each smaller stupa must have towered· aboye its lotus calix, and how radiantly the gilded

pendopos must have glittered in the sun! It can not be denied that these master builders were

capable of magnificent creations.

However, one must not be blind to their faults. There is a certain monotony in these temples,

not only in the architectural plan but also in the fa9ades. With arid monotony ogives and three-
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plane frames are used again and again. Compared with Java Panei has a far less rich variety of

formo The architecture has a severity which sometimes becomes bana!. This is especially true

where the facades are undecorated. Compared with the Mendut temple in Java, deeply impressive

withits glorious reliefs, Si Pamutung is poor and lifeless.

The art of Padang Lawas sometimes breathes a rude, primitive spirit, the more remarkable

because it also produced so much that was pure and beautifu!. For instance, one accustomed to

the Javanese makaras, with their noble, f10wing lines and full, generous form, will be repelled

by the makaras of Padang Lawas, with their rude trunks, thin and powerless. And how much

more graceful are the Javanese ogives than the ugly ones of Panei!

It is as though fertile, laughing Java and arid, sunscorched Padang Lawas were reflected

in their monuments.

The temples of Padang Lawas show various points of similarity with those of Java. Accord

ing to Dr. Bosch they were founded during a period between the 13th and 14th centuries. From

certain indications I should be inclined to place the large temples in the 11th and 12th centuries.

The year 1179, in the case of Djoreng, may serve as premise. Since Djoreng is one of the younger
temples (see archaeological description), the large shrines must date from thel1th, if not from

the 10th century. The Heruka of Bahal 11 dates from the 10th century, while the Lokanatha of

Gunung Tua was made in 1024. This year recalls the conquest of Rajendracola. Surely he would

not have mentionned Panei in the inscription of Tanjore unless it had been a mighty kingdom.

The end of the 10th and the beginning of the 11th century are thus probably the exact period

in which the large biaras were founded. Si Topajan and Tandihet are probably from the 13th

century, perhaps Pulo also. The reliefs of the latter temple differ very much in style from those

of Baha!. Fragments found between Hajuara and Si Topajan are quite different from the Hindoo

sculptures and therefore should be placed in the 13th or 14th century. This, however, is merely

theory. We must wait now for inscriptions-may they soon be discovered!

The Bataks have borrowed much from the Hindoos 87): Le. their writing, many Sanscrit

words, the cultivation of rice, the horse, the plough, chess, cotton, the spinning wheel, and a few

types of houses. Traces of Hinduism are also found in their mythology. In the midst of the Karo

Bataks Iive the Sembirings, who are probably of Drawidic origino Some of the sub-tribes bear

the names Maliala, Pandia and Tjolia, recalling Malayalam, Pandya and Cola.

It is remarkable that these influences are most pronounced north of Padang Lawas and that

Padang Lawas itself-once a centre of Hindoo civilization-is so much poorer in culture, far less

interesting from an ethnological point of view, while the role it plays in mythology is not of the

slightest importance.
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LIST üF ILLUSTRATIONS

FRONTPAOE

Loker;wara head from Atjeh. Loker;wara is the Lord of the present world order and the special
patron of the Buddhist church.

PLATE I

Oreat Buddha of Palembang, found west of the city, on the sacred hill Seguntang.

PLATE 11

Above: Terracotta eye of a makara, found near the graves of Oeding Sura; on the same spot
was found the trunk; usually makara eyes have quite another shape.

Below: Head of a Bodhisattwa from Mount Seguntang; the style points to South India, according
to O. Oosh in journ. Or. India Soco 1935.

PLATE III

Above left: Image in gala dress. Middle java style. Found with a lotus cushion east of Palem
bang (March 1935). Right: Makara spout of natural stone, found east of Palembang. Two similar
spouts, ht. 34 and 36 cm, with a woman above the gap are in the Ethnological Museum at
Frankfurt a. M. (Oermany).

Below left: Terracotta makara trunk. Right: Terracotta kala head; formerly it must have
crowned the entrance of a temple.

PLATE IV

East of Palembang lies a group of graves of the 16th century, belonging to the family of
- Oeding Sura, a javanese nobleman, who f1ed about 1528 to Palembang and founded a dynasty there.

Palembang was not islamised until the 17th century. The graves show clear traces of Hindoo
inf1uence. Above left we see a part of the wall of temple 11, above right the north wall of temple VI;
at the base of this last wall was ·found the image of plate m, above left.

PLATE V

About 140 m west of Oeding Sura lies the grave of Panembahan, which was discovered and
excavated in March 1935. It must have been built in the 16th century.

PLATE VI

East of Palembang were discovered in August 1931 four great bronze images, two of which
are reproduced above. The 77 cm high <;iwa is akin to the art of Middle java (8°_10°. century).
The 57 cm high Wisnu was made at a much later time, perhaps about the 15th century.

Below left we see a 16~'Í cm high bronze, Buddha, found in 1935. Compare the bronze <;akyamuni
in With, java, plate 86. Right two Loker;waras from Mount Seguntang.

PLATE VII

Above two fine bronze pie-ces of javanese style, found in the Musi. The difference of the left
image is that it holds a slip of the robe in the left hand, a pecularity ordinarily found only in
standing Buddhas. Compare, however, the Aksobhya of Tunkal in plate XI and the Buddha in
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Heine Oeldern, Altjavanische Bronzen, plate 1. The backpiece reminds us of Oothic arto Right Wairo
\.' . cL T. B. O. 1905, plate 2, between p. 56 and 57.

rielow leH a bronze Buddha head of Mount Seguntang, found in 1928. According to Oosh,
the prototype of this head should be sought in sorne part of Wengi in South India. Right a Bodhi
sattwa; the right hand holds a lotus bud. javanese style.

PLATE VIII

Bronze images found in the Komering.

PLATE IX

. In the interior of Palembang, on the river Lematang, stood <;iwaHic temples of brick, now corri
pletely destroyed. Above leH a lion head from Babat, right a parrot in a garland from Tanah Abang.

In the middlewe see a corner stone, a kala head and the torso of a <;iwa, all from Tanah Abang.
Below a parrot in a garland from Tanah Abang. A similar stone (ht. 22 cm) was found east

of Palembang and is now to be seen in the museum there.

PLATE X

Above left Buddha from Bingin, interior of the residency Palembang; unfinished; right hand
in witarka mudra. Right Bodhisattwa head of Mount Seguntang, belonging to the trunk below.

Below leH Lokel;wara, originally four armed, Iife-sized, from Bingin.

PLATE XI

LeH, standing Buddha, 6th century. Found in Solok, but originally perhaps from Muara Djambi.
Above right bronze Aksobhya from Tunkal, garment slip in the leH hand.
Below right makara, ht. 1.21 m, from Solok.

PLATE XII

Above leH Tjandi Tinggi. This templecourt is the largest in Sumatra and is followed in size
'by .the court of Tjandi Oumpung (85 X 93 m). Right the temple Oumpung and its profile. In March,
1936 these drawings were made after the excavation of the room, the steps and the south-west
corner; the rest remained undisturbed.

Below left the brick terrace at Sungei Langsat, 20 X 20 m. In the neighbourhood were found
the Dharmapala of plate XIII and the inscribed base of the Amoghapal;a on plate XVI.

PLATE XIII

The largest image of Sumatra, a colossal Bhairawa, with base 4.41 m high. He is standing'
on a naked guru; this guru líes on a nat lotus cushion.

PLATE XIV

Detail of the Bhairawa of Sungei Langsat. As this stone is not found in the neighbourhood, the
image must have been made elsewhere, perhaps in java. It shows features of the Pala schooI. This
superb image was reconstructed by Controleur 1. S. Th. Poutsma in 1935.

PLATE XV

Two details of the Bhairawa of Sungei Langsat. The skulls show an abnormal alveolar prog
nathic. More details are found in my article "Het grootste Hindoe-beeld van Sumatra" (The largest
Hindoo-image of Sumatra) in Tijds. v. h. Kon. Ned. Aardr. Oen. (Journal of the Royal Dutch
Oeographical Society) of july 1937, p. 570-575.
Int. Archiv für Ethnographie. Bd. XXXV Suppl. 6
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PLATE XVI

Three details of the Bhairawa of Sungei Langsat. Above right Amoghapa<;a with Hayagriwa,
Bhrkuti, Sudhanakumara and <;yamatara and small Buddhas and Taras on lotusflowers. On the
base are seen the "seven jewels": horse, hurling-disc, queen, jewel, minister, general and elephant.
The image was brought from Java to Sumatra in 1286 and was consecrated at Sungei Langsat.
In Iater years it was brought to Rambahan, upstream.

.PLATE XVII

Situation of the stupas of Muara Takus on a curve of the Kampar Kanan River in Middle
Sumatra. Right a groundplan of the temple court. Below a drawing of the largest temple, t.he
Tjandi Tua.

PLATE XVIII

The Maligai Stupa of Muara Takus.

PLATE XIX

Two views of the Maligai Stupa of Muara Takus. Formerly the monument was crowned by
one or more sunshades.

PLATE XX

Drawings of the Maligai Stupa and the Tjandi Bungsu (perhaps the Cheng-tien-wan-show of
Cudamaniwarmadewa from the year 1003).

PLATE XXI

Above left a rough sketch of the ruins of Muara Djambi, perhaps the famous Malayu, first
mentioned by I-tsing. Below the main Hindoo antiquities of Sumatra. Right an archaeological
sketchmap of Padang Lawas in North Sumatra.

PLATE XXII

Four of the. seven temples of Padang Lawas, which have not entirely collapsed: Djoreng,
Bahal III, Bara and Sangkilon, all seen from the north-east. At the feet of the man standing in
Bahal III Iies the head of a great raksasa.

PLATE XXIII

Two views of the altar of Djoreng. The human figure (yaksa) below reminds one of South
Indian bronzeimages; compare Gangoly, South Indian Bronzes, plate 50.

PLATE XXIV

Stambha of Djoreng, decorated with kala heads and monocles; around the top we see four
Buddhas and four Iions. Ht. 84 cm. Formerly this stambha was crowned by sunshades, Iike the
stambha of Bahal 1 in plate XXXVIII. The pedestal is seen on the next plateo

PLATE XXV

Pedestal of the stambha from Djoreng. Below the upperside with wajras. Above left the relief
of a human figure with a f10wer (?), aboye right aman with a drum. Below left aman with a
reyong. Remarkable is the torso of a woman arising from leaves, perhaps the lady who founded
this stambha as her future soul tablet. Below right a dancing woman.
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PLATE XXVI

43

Part of the stambha from Longgong, north of Djoreng. A rough sketch of the situation is given
in Padang Lawas, plate XIX.

Below the pediment of the stambha from Si Soldop. Perhaps this stambha was the soul tablet
of a ruler and his two wives.

PLATE XXVII

Si Pamutung from the south east..The foto was made on 4 May, 1936.

PLATE XXVIII

Bhairawi, bhairawa and lion stone of Pamutung, excavated on 20 june, 1935. The fragment
of the bhairawi is 43 cm high and betrays South [ndian influence.

Below a crocodile head from the east steps of temple 1; the nose is human. Cf. the sculpture
from East java in Rapp. Oudheidk. Comm., plaat 165. This is not the only resemblance between the
sculptures of java and PaneL For a makara of Majapahit, closely akin to those of Panei, see Krom,
L'art javanais, Ars Asiatica VIII, plate 29. For two makara spouts of Majapahit, cIosely akin to the
Djambi makaras, see plate 37 in the same book.

PLATE XXIX

Reconstruction of the west side of Pamutung.
Situation of the biara (wihara) Si Pamutung on the plateau Si Randoring, encircIed by earthen

walls, near the confluence óf the Panei and Barumon Rivers.
•

PLATE XXX

Groundplan of Pamutung. Perhaps in the pendopos stood the images of royal persons, who
were adored after their dead.

. Groundplan of Djoreng. [n the north-east comer stands the beautiful altar, which was discovered
on 25 june, 1935 and reproduced in plate XXIII. .

PLATE XXXI

Bahal [ is the finest Hindoo monument of Padang Lawas. The top was formerly crowned by a
stupa with three sunshades. On both sides of the entrance to the room are hewn out two life sized
men with penis erectus. On the extensions are hewn out dancing and threatening raksasas (see
plate XXXIII), on the base of the temple sitting, grinning lions. Helas on this foto only one lion
is to be seen, those on the north wall being destroyed.

The Heruka temple Bahal 11 is smaller than Bahal 1. The roof is octogenal and has niches
f1anked by lions to the four windquarters; formerly this niches contained Buddha images.

PLATE XXXII

Groundplan and southside of Bahal 1.

PLATE XXXIII

Six reliefs on the extension of Bahal I. Those of the north side were fotografed 12 May, 1930,
those on the south side 4 May, 1936.

PLATE XXXIV

Above right: dancing Heruka of Bahal 11, -+- I.I 8 m high. The human corpse below his feet is
not visible. Made in the 10th century; tufa. Perhaps the image of a bhairawa king. Above the left
ear is a little gap, perhaps for a f10wer or for a mask.

Above left a grinning lion from the east side of the base of Bahal 1.
Below left bronze plaque from Bara.
Below right: fragment of a stambha from Si Topajan.
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Dancing bull from Pulo.
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PLATE XXXV

PLATE XXXVI

Dancing figures of Pulo, all 38 X 49.5 cm. The elephant reminds one of a popular superstition
in Sumatra, according to which elephants assemble in the jungle to dance in the full moon. We
rember also king Adityawarman as dancing Man Elephant (Matangini<;a), see p. 9. Perhaps this
temple was the grave of sorne royal personage and the reliefs portray his servants or members of
his family. They are taken fram the <;iwaitic theology in which the worId originated in a heavenly
dance. The difference in style fram the reliefs at Bahal I plainly indicates a difference in time.
Museum Batavia.

PLATE XXXVII

Raksasa head of Bara.

PLATE XXXVIII

Above leH: pinnacle of Bahal I1I; middle: stambha of Bahal 1, adorned with little bells; right:
stone in lingga form from Djoreng.

Centre leH: stone III of Nagasaribu; middle: pedestal of Bara; right: stone 11 from Hajuara,
being the lotus pedestal of a stambha or stupa, with base 72 cm high.

Below leH: north side of the roof of Pamutung; three stupas are c1early visible, the others are
destroyed. Right: detail of the north wall of Bahal III.

PLATE XXXIX

Stambha pediments from Nagasaribu, Si Topajan and Padang Budjur.

PLATE XL

Bronze Amitabha, found in the main temple of Pamutung.
Bronze Lokanatha with Tara. An inscription on the pedestal announces that this image was

made in 1024, by the master smith Suryya. The year 1024 recalls the conquest of Panei by
Rajendracoladewa. .

PLATE XLI

Above: stone with reliefs from Hajuara.
Below leH: two raksasas and a headless sitting elephant of Bahal II; right: kala head of

Sangkilon.

PLATE XLII

Above leH: stambha of 'Si Soldop.
Above right: stambha of Si Hodahoda.
Below: stone IV of Hajuara.

PLATE XLIII

Temple profiles.
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INT. ARCHIV FüR ETHNOORAPHIE. Suppl. zu Band XXXV

MUSI

TERRACOTTA EYE OF A MAKARA

hí. 11 cm.
Found east of Palembang near the graves of Oeding Sura

CoHection H. J. Friedericy (p. 2)

HEAD OF A BODHISATTWA FROM MOUNT SEOUNTANO

hí. 16 cm.

The trunk and another foto of the head can be seen on plate X. The style

points to South India. Museum Palembang (p. 3)

PLi\TE 11



INT. ARCHIV FüR ETHNOGRAPHIE. Suppl. zu Band XXXV

MUS!

IMAGE IN GALA DRESS

Ht. 1.18 m., Museum Palembang

(p. 2)

PLATE 111

MAKARA SPOUT OF NATURAL

STONE

Ht. 33 cm., Museum Palembang

(p. 2)

TERRACOTTA MAKARA TRUNK

Ht. 75 cm., Museum Palembang

(p. 2)

TERRACOTTA KALA HEAD

Ht. 45 cm., Museum Palembang

(p. 2)



INT. ARCHIV FüR ETHNOGRAPHIE. Suppl. zu Band XXXV

MUSI

PLATE IV

PART OF THE WALL OF TEMPLE 11 AT GEDING SURA

161h cen1ury

NORTH WALL OF TEMPLE VI AT GEDING SURA

At 1he base was found 1he image of plate III, above leH

GROUP OF GRAVES OF THE 16th CENTURY

Belonging to the family of Geding Sura, a Javanese nobleman, who fled
about 1528 to Palembang and founded a dynasty there

(p. 1)



INT. ARCHIV FüR ETHNOGRAPHIE. Suppl. zu Band XXXV

MUS!

PLATE V

GRAVE OF PANEMBAHAN

during the excavation in March 1935. Destroyed by the Dutch in 1659. Formerly a wooden building on pillars stood on it
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GRAVE OF PANEMBAHAN FROM THE 16TH CENTURY
140 m, west of Geding Sura

(p. 2)



INT. ARCHIV FüR ETHNOGRAPHIE. Suppl. zu Band XXXV PLATE VI

BRONZE <;IWA ht. 77 cm. Museu!U Batavia (p. 2)

BRONZE <;AKYAMUNI FROM MOUNT SEGUNTANG
ht. 16.5 cm.

CoHection H. J. Friedericy (p. 3)

MUS)

BRONZE WISNU ht. 57 cm. Museum Batavia (p. 2)

BRONZE LOKE<;WARAS OF MOUNT SEGUNTANG
ht. 8.5 and 9.5 cm. Collection W. Steinbuch (left) and

J. L. Moens (right) (p. 3)



INT. ARCHIV FOR ETHNOGRAPHIE. Suppl. zu Band XXXV

MUSI

BRONZE BUDDHA
ht. 141/ 2 cm. Collection A. van Doorninck

(p. 4)

BRONZE BUDDHA HEAD FROM MOUNT
SEGUNTANG

ht. 14 cm. Museum Palembang
(p. 3) ~
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PLATE VII

BRONZE WAIROCANA
ht. 12 cm. Collection A. van Doorninck

(p. 4)

BRONZE BODHISATTWA
ht. 171/ 2 cm. Museum Palembang

(p. 4)



INT. ARCHIV FOR ETHNOGRAPHIE. Suppl. zu Band XXXV

MUSl

PLATE VIII

BRONZE IMAGES OF MAITREYA, LOKE<;WARA AND BUDDHA

Found in the Komering River near the city of Palembang in 1929. The Lokec;wara had formerly eight arms.
Middle Java style, 8th -10th century, also Pala features.

Museum Batavia
(p. 2)



INT. ARCHIV FüR ETHNOGRAPHIE. Suppl. zu Band XXXV PLATE IX

MUSI

TERRACOTTA
FRAGMENTS FROM
THE INTERIOR OF
THE RESIDENCY

PALEMBANG

(p. 4)

Líon head from Babat, ht 28 cm
Museum Batavia

Parrot in garJand from Tanah Abang
Museum Batavia

Kala heads and a <;iwa torso (ht 23 cm) from Tanah Abang
Museum Palembang

Parrot in Garland from Tanah Abang, ht 22 cm Museum Batavia
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MUSl·
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BUDDHA FROM BINGIN

hí. 1.53 m. Museum Palembang (p. 4)

BODHISATTWA HEAD FROM MOUNT
SEGUNTANG

ht. 16 cm, belonging to the trunk below; d. plate II
Museum P<ilembang (p. 3)
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LOKE~W ARA FROM BINGIN
Museum Batavia (p. 4)

TRUNK OF BODHISATTWA FROM MOUNT
SEGUNTANG

ht. 78 cm. Museum Palembang (p. 3)
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BATANO HARI

PLATE XI

BUDDHA FROM SOLOK NEAR DJAMBI

1.72 m, 6th century, Found in 1820
Museum Batavia

(p. 7)

BRONZE AKSOBHY FROM TUNKAL,

north of Djambi, holding a garment
slip in the left hand, ht. 14.5 cm

Collection W. Steiitbuch

MAKARA

ht. 1.21 m, from Solok near Djam'bi, 11 th century
Museum Batavia
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BATANO HARI

1Jandi Tinggi L.;¡:;~

TEMPLE COURT OF TINOGI IN MUARA DJAMBI

The largest of Sumatra (150 X 155 m.). For the main
sanctuary líes a terrace. Muara Djambi was the famous

Malayu, recorded for the first time about 664
(p. 6)

Tjandi Go.mpoeng Profiel
i : ..J

PLATE XII

BRICK TERRACE IN SUNOEI LANOSAT ATTHE
UPPER BATANO HARI

The dotted línes indicate the hidden base. In the centre
right the profile of the outer base, leH the profile of the

hidden base. In the neighbour hood was found the
Bhairawa of pIate XIII

(p. 8)

. '
~-~

1JlIndi Goempoeng PlllUegrond
i " ,. ¡". l -l

TEMPLE OUMPUNO IN MUARA DJAMBI

The celia is 5.10 m. in square and almost twice as large as
that of Si Pamutung. Sumatra's largest shrine

(p. 5)
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BATANO HARI

PLATE XIII

BHAIRAWA FROM SUNGEI LANGSAT
at the Upper Batang Hari River, in the heart of Sumatra, the largest image of this island, h1. 4.41 m. Probably
a portrait of the Menangkabau ruler Adityawarman and made in the 14th century. He is standing on a naked
man, who is Iying on his back with c10sed eyes and legs folded under the body. In the right hand the Bhairawa
holds a knife, in the left a skuIl. In his hairdress sits Aksobhya, the Buddha of the Eas1. A f1aming halo encircles

his head. Fort de Kock.
(p. 8.)
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BATANO HARI

PLATE XIV

DETAIL OF THE BHAIRAW A FROM SUNGEI LANGSAT
Perhaps a portrait of King Adityawarman as the demon Ksetrajna Wic;esadharani. On his girdle we
see a monstre head, on his garment skulls and crescent moons. In the hands a knife and a skull, in
the hairdress the Buddha Aksobhya, around the head a flaming halo. Left aboye on the back plate a sun

(p. 8)
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BATANO HARI

PLATE XV

HEAD
Look at the round beard, the superb headcloth, the
snakes around the upper arms and in the ears, and

the makara in the hairlock

BHAIRAWA fROM SUNOEI LANOSAT

HUMAN CORPSE UNDER THE fEET
Eight more than life sized skulls surround the base;
probably they are the heads of servants, who were
slaughtered at the bhairawa consecration of the king,
and who would serve him in the hereafter as guarding

spirits (pangulubalang)
(p. 8)
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BATANO HARI

PEOESTAL OP THE BHAIRAW A PROM
SUNGEI LANGSAT

The demon is standing on a naked guru,
who is Iying 00 his back with closed
eyes and legs folded under the body.

PLATE XVI

AMOGHAPAl;A PROM RAMBAHAN,

brought in 1286 from Java to Sungei
Langsat and consecrated again in 1347
by Adityawarman. Ht. without the in-

scribed pedestal, 1.63 m

Port de Kock

MONSTER HEAO IN THE GIROLE OF
THE BHAIRAW A FROM SUNGEI

LANGSAT

PEOESTAL OF THE BHAIRAW A FROM
SUNGEI LANGSAT

(p. 8)
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KAMPAR

PLATE XVII

STUPAS OF MUARA TAKUS

Situation on a curve of the
Kampar Kanan River

Bungsu Maligai Palangka

Groundplan, 74 X 74 m

Temple Tua, made in the 11 th or 12th century
Greatest length 31.65 m

(p. 11)
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KAMPAR

THE MALlGAI STUPA OF MUARA TAKUS

is the most beautiful and attractive Hindoo monument
of Sumatra. A romantic sphere surrounds this slender,
red brick tower, forlorn in the immense jungles of Kampar.
No one knows who built it, but probably it is a grave
stupa of the 11th century, restored in the 12th century

(p. 11)
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KAMPAR
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THE MALIGAI STUPA Of MUARA TAKUS
is perhaps the grave of a royal personage. Malays say that the Hindoo ruler
was transformed into an elephant, and for this reason great herds of elephants
regularly visit the ruins to do homage to the spirit of their departed ancestor.
Since time immemorial the stupa court has been their favorite playground,
where they walk about and disport themselves aH night long by the Iight of
the moon. English readers will remember the charming story of Toomai and

the Elephants by Kipling

(p. 12)
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Tjandi Bungsu. In the stupa right were found a golden plate and a stone with Nagari script from the 12th century
(p. 11)
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ARCHAEOLOOICAL SKETCHMAPS

__=:::::::::::::::::=:::~-z:===::==:~::::;::: : =~
8010"g Hori

MUARA DJAMBI AT THE BATANO HARI

(p. 5)
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ANTIQUITIES Of PADANO LAWAS

(p. 16)

~asir Pandjang

• Loeboek

HINDOO REMA1NS IN SUMATRA
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PADANG LAWAS

BAHAL III

(p. 25)

PLATE XXII

SI DJORENG BELANGAH

(p. 19)

BARA

(p. 30)

SANGKILON

(p. 17)
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PADANG LAWAS

PLATE XXIII

ALTAR OF DJORENG
One of the marveIs of Hindoo sculpture in Sumatra, hl. 44 cm. The Iower edge is decorated
with large Iotus leaves; on each axis a human figure is portrayed. Perhaps a spirit throne, a

resting place for the king's soul.
(p. 21)
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PADANG LAWAS

COLUMN OF D]ORENG BELANGAH AT THE BARUMON·
Ht 84 cm; decorated with kala heads and monacles; araund the top we see four
Buddhas and four lians; formerly it was crowned by sunshades. Founding a
monument of this kind brought redemption and averted the perils of magic powers.
The prototype of the stambha is the bamboo poie with an image of a bird, a dog

or a tiger, found in many primitive societies of India and Indonesia
(p. 20)

PLATE XXIV
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PADANG LAWAS

PLATE XXV

PEDESTAL OF THE STAMBHA FROM DJORENG

Above left the relief of a human figure with a f10wer (?). Above right aman with
a drum. Below left aman with a reyong, a musical instrument consisting of a wooden
middle piece on the ends of which are fastened bronze gongs. Remarkable is the torso
of a woman arising from leaves. Below right a dancing woman. Below the upperside

with wajras (80 X 80 cm).
(p. 20)
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PADANG LAWAS

PART OF THE STAMBHA FROM LONGGONG,
NORTH OF DJORENG,

decorated with ilude Taras and sitting lions. The rollnd part
shows kala heads and winged monocles. The fragment is

0.65 m high, the whole stambha originally abollt 1.85 m
(p. 22)

PEDIMENT OF THE STAMBHA FROM SI SOLDOP,

decorated with four monster heads, two tric;ulas and two lIpraised right
hands. These hands (pancanglllika) are often met on Indian temples, in. a.
in the reliefs of Bharhut and on sati stones. The whole stambha is reprodllced

in plate XLII
(p. 33)

PLATE XXVI
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PADANG LAWAS

SI PAMUTUNG,

The Impetuous, the Jargest Hindoo temple in Sumatra, from the south east. Most
of the entrance and the south facade is collapsed. Below we see fragments of
the bhairawa and bhairawi, which are reproduced in plate XXVIII. This sanctuary
of demons is said to have been built by a certain Radja PartukaJ, who could

only be killedJlby his own dagger

(p. 23)

PLATE XXVII
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PADANG LAWAS

PLATE XXVIII

BHAIRAWI, BHAIRAWA ANO LION STONE OF SI PAMUTUNG
On the right side of the woman are flames, the eyes are wide open, the mouth has two large,
curved tusks. Ht 43 cm. Remarkable is tlie square terminal, surrounded by eight standing

Hons, on the corners arranged in pairs, ending in a Isinglellhead.
(p. 23)

CROCOOILE HEAO

(long 72 cm) from the east steps of temple 1 at Si Pamutung; the nose is human. The crocodile
plays an important role in Batak magic.

(p. 23)
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PADANG LAWAS

\

!,

RECONSTRUCTION OF THE WEST SIDE OF SI PAMUTUNG
The base measures 10.60 m. Formerly the top was crowned by a large central stupa

(p. 23)
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SITUATION OF SI PAMUTUNG ON THE PLATEA U SI RANDORING,
encircled by earthen walls; the dotted lines indicate the edges of the plateau,
from were it descends steeply in low lands; the gaps in the walls are not
indicated. North west of the wihara court lie some flagstones ("neuten") and
farther north east the village Si Parau. The main wall is 662 m lang (p. 25)
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PADANG LAWAS

PLATE XXX

:0". .
... ..1

, /. ':. ~"'.,

GROUNDPLAN Of SI PAMUTUNG
In the centre the majn temple and the pendopo terrace; the buildings
1,111 and IV are also pendopos; 11 is a stupa. The court measures 46 X 61 m

(p. 23)

GROUNDPLAN Of SI DJORENG BELANGAH,
40 X 41 m. Temple 1 was a stupa; on temple 11 was found an inscriptiol1
fram 1101 ¡;aka; temple 111 was enlarged in 1ater time. In the north-east comer
stands the beautifu1 altar, which is reproduced in plate XXIII. West of it is

a liUle fundament of natural stone, perhaps for a stambha
(p. 19)



INT. ARCHIV fOR ETHNOGRAPHIE. Suppl. zu Band XXXV PLATE XXXI

PADANG LAWAS

BAHAL I. GARLANDS SURROUND THE ROOf.
On both sides of the entrance to the room are hewn out two Iife sized meno Near the second steps
stand small raksasas. Two large raksasas and makaras are visible near the lowest staircase. (p. 27)

BAHAL 11 WAS A TEMPLE OF HERUKA.
A sunshade fallen from the central stupa is cIearly visible. The roof is octogenal and has niches
flanked by Iions to the tour windquarters. On the left side of the entrance to the room we see the
legs of a rearing Iion, below near the steps makaras. On the fore ground stands a headless image

of a sitting elephant. (p. 25)
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PADANO LAWAS

BAHAL I
(p. 27)
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PLATE XXXII

Groundplan, 49 X 57 m. Temple B was a stupa. C, D and E pendopos.
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PADANG LAWAS

PLATE XXXIII

SIX RELlEFS ON THE EXTENSION OF BAHAL 1,
north side (above) and sOllth side (below). Each panel measllres 57 X 108.5 cm. AH Ihe demons llave rOllnd ear sluds, bracelets and anklets, and

a long slip of drapery belween Ihe legs. Perhaps Ihey represent servants of Ihe deceased king, whose image was adored in Ihe room.

(p. 27)
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PADANG LAWAS

DANCING HERUKA OF BAHAL II,

± 1.18 m high. The right hand brandishes a
thunderbold (wajra \, the left holds a skull
and also c1asps a staff trimmed with ribbons.
On the shoulders hangs a cord with about
(p. 26) six heads

WONDERFUL BRONZE PLAQUE FROM BARA,

the back support of sorne image, plainly South Indian in
style. In the centre is a round disc with lotus border, the
¡nner part of which is defined by a band of pearls. Below
two makaras with tail spout a f1aming halo, which terminates
in a kala head. Under the latter are two small elephant

heads. Ht. 56 cm.
(p. 30)

PLATE XXXIV

GRINNING LION FROM THE EAST SIDE
Of THE BASE OF BAHAL 1,

ht. 57 cm. Formerly there were 20 Iions, but
now many are damaged or destroyed

(p. 27)

FRAGMENT OF A STAMBHA AT SI TOPAJAN

(p. 32)
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PADANG LAWAS

PLATE XXXV

DANCING BULL PROM PULO ON THE PANEl.

In Tapanuli the bull still plays an important role at the feasts of the dead, while in the
temple dances of Tibet a bull appears as the servant 01 Yama, the god 01 death.

Ht. 49.5 cm

Museum Batavia

(p. 29)
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PADANG LAWAS

PLATE XXXVI

DANCING FIGURES Of PULO,

all 38 X 49.5 cm. Above left a monk with skulls as ear ornaments and a f1ame at the right
elbow. The elephant reminds one of a popular superstition in Su matra, according to which
elephants assemble in the jungle to dance in the full moon. Perhaps this temple was the
grave of sorne royal personage and the reliefs portray his servants or members of his family

Museum 8atavia

(p. 29-30)
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PADANG LAWAS

PLATE XXXVII

RAKSASA HEAD OF BARA,

belonging to one of the two demons, which guarded the staircase. Hair elaborately
dressed up in locks. Ht. 42 cm. Collection A. van Doorninck

(p. 30)
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PADANG LAWAS

Lingga with lotus
bud of Djoneng.

Ht. 1.00 m

(p. 21)

Stambha of Bahal 1
(p. 28)

Pinnacle of Bahal m
Ht. 1.42 cm

(p. 25)

Pedestal of Bara, long 83 cm

(p. 30)

Stone III of Nagasaribu

(p. 33)

North side of the roof of Pamutung

(p. 23)

Stone II of Hajuara, being the
lotus pedestal of a stambha
or stupa; ht. 72 cm; belonging
to the stone on plate XLI above

(p. 31)

Detail of the north wall of Bahal m, showing leaf spirals

(p. 25)
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PADANO LAWAS

NAGASARIBU

(p. 33)

SI~TOPAJAN

(p. 31)

PADANG BUDJUR
(p. 33)

Sfamblza Pedimenfs

PLATE XXXIX
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BRONZE AMITABHA
ht. 12.5 cm, found in the main temple of Pamutung

CoHection' A. van Doorninck (p. 23)

PLATE XL

PADANG LAWAS

BRONZE LOKANATHA WITH TARA FROM GUNUNG TUA
made in 1024. Ht. 45.5 cm. Museum Batavia (p. 32)
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PADANG LAWAS

PLATE XLI

STONE WITH RELlEFS FROM HAJUARA,

probably belonging to the lotus in plate XXXVIII middle right; ht. 40 cm. Right a figure wilh knees drawn up, hands folded in
front of the chin; aboye in a garland a winged being. Middle: an old woman (?) in a niche, right hand raised as if conversing¡ also
is visible a woman looking to the right, right hand leaning on the ground, leH hand in front of the breast. Left a very weatherbeaten
figure, right hand raised near the head; we see also a figure moving through the air (?), hands raised, looking to the right, penis erectus.

(p. 31)

TWO RAKSASAS AND A HEADLESS SITTING
ELEPHANT OF BAHAL JI

(p. 27)

KALA HEAD OF SANGKILON
35 X 63 cm

(p. 18)
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PADANO LAWAS

PLATE XLII .

STAMBHA OF SI SOLDO?

in phalIus shape the base is decorated with
kala heads, wajras and upraised hands

il ht. 1.25 m; d. plate XXVI
¡(p. 33)

STAMBHA OF SI HODAHODA

with four kala heads and four monocles connected
by strings of pearls, from which hangs an

occasional lotus bud; ht. 69 cm
(p. 32)! ~

STONE III OF HAJUARA

west side, 66 cm long
(p. 30)



Sitting elephant of Bahal JI
Museum Baíavia

(p. 27)
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. _........;"" PLATE XLIII

PADANG LAWAS

Profiel van A- B
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Temple profiles, so far as could be measured; decorated bands are striped. Above we see in. a. the profiles of the side shrines of
Sangkilon and Bahal 11, of the altars of the first temple and that of Haloban and a groundplan of the roof of Bahal 11 with niches
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